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THE MAIN STUDIO LOGO INTRO 

The main studio logo begins and it turned into cereal and a 
lot of milk gets dumped on. 

As the other studio logo intros start the song "I'm a flirt 
by R.Kelly, T.I. & T-Pain starts playing in the background. 

FADE TO:

Another studio logo intro begins and it's the Humongous 
Entertainment intro and the whole intro starts turning black 
and white. And as it turns black and white, Spy Fox shows up 
and he takes off his swim suit and goes into the swimming 
pool. And there is a huge splash. 

SPY FOX 
Wahoooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!

CUT TO:

EXT. A RANDOM HIGH SCHOOL IN NEW HAMMPSIRE - MORNING

A lot of other high schoolers in the animal world are going 
to school in very different ways. 

CUT TO:

Some are taking the car and others are taking the bus and 
some are getting driven by their parents. 

And other students are late to school and some are eating 
breakfast and eating beacon and eggs and pancakes. 

CUT TO:

All of a sudden, there is this teenager red fox that comes 
out of this poor looking house and he goes on to the school 
bus. 

The teenage fox goes on to the bus and he looks at the 
window. 

All of a sudden a rabbit shows up. 

SPENCER FOX/SPY FOX 
Hey Rally what's up man? 
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RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Hey Spencer. Man that was some 
party last night, and everybody got 
really wasted and really wild and 
silly and there was a lot of girls 
as well. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh yeah I agree Ralley my man. Man 
when we graduate from this place. 
One of the things I want to do is 
go to Miami and I want to go a nude 
beach and flirt with naked women 
there and get tan and also go 
skinny dipping. And I think I even 
saved up some money to do so. Oh 
and the best part is that I will 
eat a shit load of pancakes.

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Oh my god. Jesus Christ Spencer. 
Dude you need to stop eating 
pancakes man. You know there are 
other foods out there other then 
just pancakes. 

SPENCER FOX
I don't know man. There is just 
something about pancakes that are 
awesome and they are tasty and 
fluffy and you can put chocolate 
and everything on there. It's like 
having a blizzard at dairy queen. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Yeah but still man. I think you 
love pancakes way too much bruh. 

CUT TO:

The bus finally gets to the high school and a lot of 
teenagers get out off the bus and go into the school. 

CUT TO:

INT. INSIDE A CLASSROOM - MORNING

The teacher is teaching inside the classroom and the teacher 
is a porcupine
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MRS. PORKA
Alright students when you leave my 
classroom, I will be very honest 
and frank with all of you. None of 
you will get your dream job. And 
you will have to work at minimum 
wage. And there will only be at 
least 1 percent of you that will 
leave this dump state and 1 percent 
of you will live on your own and 
have a salary job. 

RANDOM STUDENT 1 
Well that's that going to happen to 
me Mrs. P because I am going to USC 
very soon and the beaches and girls 
will be off the hook. 

Everyone in the class room starts acting all crazy and 
excited. 

MRS. PORKA
Alright everyone shut up. Now 
before graduation all of you will 
have to take the SAT and everyone 
has to pass. Do I make myself 
clear?! 

Everyone in the classroom responds. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
I don't know man, what Mrs. P said 
really makes me worried about my 
future. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh don't worry about it Ralley. We 
will find a way to get out of this 
place and very soon, we will be in 
Miami partying it up and drinking 
beer and mingling with women and 
also getting naked and eating a lot 
of Florida foods and eating 
pancakes. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
You really need to stop with eating 
pancakes Fox, It's not good for you 
bruh. 

SPENCER FOX
But I love my pancakes and my 
coffee. 
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RALLEY COTTONTAIL
You mean like the time we went to 
Prom and we had breakfast and booze 
and then you danced with almost 6 
different women? 

CUT TO:

FLASH BACK SEQUENCE - PROM 

Everybody at Prom is dancing to a lot of music and Spencer is 
dancing with a lot of girls. 

CUT TO:

Spencer all of a sudden sneaks into the kitchen and eats a 
lot of breakfast food and munches on everything. And he 
starts going crazy. 

Spencer cleans himself up and he has a huge smile on his 
face. 

And Spencer goes up to some girls. 

SPENCER FOX
You ladies you want to go skinny 
dipping tonight at the pool 
tonight? 

The girls start chucking. 

And Spencer keeps on dancing and acting like a crazy and 
causing trouble. 

Spencer dances with more girls and suddenly a lot of girls 
are chasing him and they all run past the principal. 

And the principal is a zebra. 

PRINCEPAL ZELLA 
What in the hell and what in the 
fuck is going on here?!....

CUT TO:

Spencer and the girls start running to the bus and the girls 
start taking off their clothes and getting naked in the party 
bus. 

And everybody is going crazy and all the girls are kissing 
Spencer in the bus and piling up on him. 
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SPENCER FOX
WAHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! 
YAHOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!! Ah 
yeah yeah yeah baby girls. 

CUT TO:

A lot of girls get out of the party bus naked and they start 
swimming in the pool and jumping in the water. 

The girls are in the water and they start flirting and 
touching and laughing with Spencer. 

CUT TO:

The next day Spencer is sleeping by the hot tub and is butt 
naked and is sleeping next to a girl. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Pancakes and booze are awesome. 

CUT TO:

INT. THE HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING - BACK TO THE PRESENT

SPENCER FOX
Oh yeah Ralley that was such a 
great night. And I can't wait to do 
it all again. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Have you ever thought about what 
your future is going to be Spencer? 

SPENCER FOX
Ah not really. But I guess I'll 
have some sort of idea soon but 
right now it's time to cause some 
trouble and party and get to Miami. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley keep on going classes around the last day 
of school. And the song "All about you by 2Pac plays in the 
background. 

CUT TO:

Spencer goes into class and he sneaks out of class and he 
goes into the computer lab and he starts creaking and working 
on a lot of invitations to a party. 
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Spencer has a really goofy and really crazy smile on his 
face. 

Spencer starts printing out the invites. 

Spencer sneaks out of the computer lab and he hands the flash 
drive to Ralley and Ralley starts emailing a lot of people 
around the school. 

And all the high school kids start talking about the party as 
the last day of school ends. 

CUT TO:

The school bell rings and everybody starts running out of the 
school. 

Spencer walks out of the school and meets up with Ralley. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Oh man buddy. Tonight is going to 
be a lot of fun. 

Spencer high fives Ralley. And Spencer and Ralley start 
running to a random grocery store. 

They get to the store Spencer uses his own money to get a 
united gift card and Rally hacks into the gift card and puts 
a lot of money in the gift card. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Well the money part is taken care 
of. Now we need some Florida 
clothes. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh yeah I agree man. 

CUT TO:

INT. SPENCER'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Spencer starts packing up his suitcase full of clothes and 
lot of other crazy junk in there. 

Spencer peaks his eye through the lock hole of his parents. 

Spencer opens the window and he jumps out the window and he 
starts running out of the neighborhood. 
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As Spencer gets out of the neighborhood. Ralley picks him up 
in a 1990's car. 

CUT TO:

Ralley and Spencer get to the airport in New Hampshire and 
they unload their stuff out of the car and they start heading 
to the gate. 

CUT TO:

They are inside the airport and are in line. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Man I can't believe we sneaked out 
of this state to go to Miami. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh yeah Ralley, It's going to be a 
great trip and we will have a lot 
of fun. Oh by the way where did you 
get all the money for the trip? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
I hacked into some person's account 
and I was able to easily get it. 

SPENCER FOX
And nothing happened? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Apparently no. But we will have fun 
though and you will eat a lot of 
pancakes. 

SPENCER FOX
And be with a lot of women as well. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley getting to the gate and they start waiting 
for the plane to start boarding. 

As they start waiting, Ralley notices a beautiful and 
stunning women in black exercise clothes and big sunglasses. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Hey man, don't look now but a 
hottie is behind you at 9 o clock. 

SPENCER FOX
What? 
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Spencer looks back and he is in complete awe of her and he 
starts checking her out. And there is a lot of romantic music 
in his head. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Holy Shit!!! Damn she is beautiful 
and she is a very beautiful and a 
very powerful and a very powerful 
and stunning goddess. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
You should make a move on her man. 

SPENCER FOX
Alright okay. 

Spencer starts walking up to her. And he starts thinking of 
something to say. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Oh man I really loved your 
sunglasses and your necklace, you 
look absolutely stunning and 
beautiful. 

MONKEYPENNY 
Oh well thank you. And I also 
really love your clothes as well. 
You dress a lot like my little 
brother. So where are you guys 
headed to? 

SPENCER FOX
Oh well we are just headed to Miami 
and we are going to throw a really 
huge party there and my friend 
Ralley and I are going to have a 
lot of fun. 

MONKEYPENNY
Well that sounds like a lot of fun. 
How old are you anyway? 

SPENCER FOX
We are both 18 years old. 

MONKEYPENNY
And your parents let you go to 
Miami by yourselves? 

SPENCER FOX
Oh no sweetie, we sneaked out and 
they don't even know that we are 
gone. 
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RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Oh yeah man, and you also said that 
you will get drunk and get tipsy 
and go to a nude beach and get 
naked and be all crazy. 

Ralley and Spencer start laughing and cracking up. 

MONKEYPENNY
Oh Jesus Christ. I really think 
that's really stupid. And I think 
you guys are going to be in a lot 
of trouble really soon. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh why don't you come with us 
Monkey lady, I just love your hair, 
your shoulders, your body and 
everything. 

Spencer starts massaging Monkeypenny and touching her. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
And I really think you will start 
to like me a lot sweetie. 

All of a sudden MonkeyPenny slaps and throws Spencer on to 
the ground. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Ah shit!!! Holy god!!!!! 

MONKEYPENNY
I think you really need to stay in 
school and if you touch me like 
that again, I will punch you and 
kick you in the balls. Welcome to 
the real world!!!!

Monkeypenny walks away and finds a different spot. 

SPENCER FOX
Ah come on sweet heart don't do 
that. Come back. Please....baby 
come back...you can take it all on 
me...I was lost and I just can't 
live without you. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Dude I'm pretty sure that's not how 
that song goes. 
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SPENCER FOX
I know man but I had to try to do 
something. Ah I'll just forget 
about her. Come on, there are 
plenty of fish in the sea as well.

As Spencer and Ralley are about to sit down, they hear the 
intercome of the airplane starting to board. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Alright plane is about to board. 
Lets go. 

CUT TO:

INT. INSIDE THE AIRPLANE 

Spencer and Ralley start to sit down and they start to put 
their seat belt on. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Yeah man, Miami here we come. And 
the hookers here we come. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh yeah man. 

As they are sitting down, they see rich looking guy with 
fancy clothes and he is about to sit in first class. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Dude who's that? 

SPENCER FOX
Who's what? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Isn't that William the kid? 

SPENCER FOX
William the who? I don't know I 
don't pay attention to celebrities 
all that much. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
No he is not celebrity man, he owns 
this goat milk factory and he makes 
a lot of money. And I think he owns 
NOG. 

SPENCER FOX
Why would I care about that? 
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RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Well because there are tons of NOG 
places here in the states but his 
milk is not successful. And the 
only way his company makes money is 
because he makes a lot of medicine 
for cows to make them produce milk. 

SPENCER FOX
That sounds a little weird but 
okay. Not like we are going to meet 
him or see him but good to know. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Hey man there is the girl that beat 
you up earlier for you touching 
her. 

SPENCER FOX
What? Where? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Right there man. She is like 4 rows 
in front of us. I wonder what her 
job is. 

SPENCER FOX
It's probably some spy job or she 
is a kungfu master or something. 

The plane starts make ding noises and is about to take off. 

And Spencer starts to fall a-sleep on the airplane. 

As they start falling asleep, a map starts to show up of the 
airplane moving and going from New Hampshire to Florida. 

FADE TO:

The airplane lands in Miami, Florida and starts coming to the 
gate number. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley get out of the airplane and they start 
heading to baggage claim and getting their suitcases. 

Spencer and Ralley get their bags and they start getting to 
the ride share section of the airport. 
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Spencer orders the uber through his phone and moments later 
the uber shows up and picks up both Spencer and Ralley and 
they go into the car. 

CUT TO:

As Spencer and Ralley are in the car, the uber starts heading 
to a hotel that is around haulover beach. 

The car parks and Spencer and Ralley get out of the car and 
get their bags out. And they start going into the hotel room. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley get to the hotel and they start heading to 
their rooms. 

As they are heading to their room, Spencer stops and sees a 
male fancy looking goat in the room. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Hey Ralley who's that guy? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Oh that dude, I don't know I know 
at school we were doing a project 
on him and that's William the Kid, 
he owns NOG that creates milk 
products or so. 

SPENCER FOX
What the hell is he doing in Miami? 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Maybe promoting a new product or 
so. 

SPENCER FOX
Well I think that's kind of a 
really crazy name or so. Nah, who 
the hell cares. We got naked girls 
and pancakes to worry about. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Oh yeah your right man. 

SPENCER FOX
But yeah I'll get some booze and 
some food and try to get a boat for 
tomorrow. 

CUT TO:
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INT. FANCY RESTAURANT - NIGHT 

Spencer gets all the food and other party items to the hotel 
room. 

SPENCER FOX
Yeah just no worries just put 
everything all in my room and it's 
all on my card. 

Spencer starts wondering around the hotel and he starts going 
outside and he starts walking on the dock. And he ends up 
around the bar area. 

Spencer ends up sneaking into the bar without getting ID 
checked and he ends up grabbing a beer on the side. And 
Spencer starts drinking. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Ah tomorrow is going to be a lot of 
food, tomorrow is going to be 
amazing and memorable. 

As Spencer says that, William the Kid the shows up and sits 
down next to Spencer. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Hey man, Ah gotta love good old 
Florida and the sun and all the 
women am i right man? 

WILLIAM THE KID
Believe it or not, I really think 
you and your friend are being 
stupid and foolish. And also acting 
like complete idiots by partying. 
And I know your not fucking 21. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh well you know I think we are 
just young and wild and crazy and 
looking for some tail to chase. And 
eating some pancakes and boobs. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Do you even know how much I am 
worth you pathetic piece of 
shit?!...

SPENCER FOX
Ah no I don't billy boy, around 3 
million dollars? 
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WILLIAM THE KID
I am worth 600 billion you fucking 
idiot!!!! And I get more ass and 
pussy then you will ever get in 
your entire your life and also I 
own a mega million company. And I 
see you being a loser with no 
degree or job. 

SPENCER FOX
Ah come on Willy boy, you got to 
live a little and go on a boat or 
so. 

WILLIAM THE KID
I own a fucking huge boat and I own 
cruise boat as well. Something you 
will never experience. You dumb 
immature furry idiot. 

SPENCER FOX
Well you know it was nice talking 
to you Billy. And I hope someday we 
cross paths again and hope I can 
party at your house or so. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Don't you call me that!!!!! And If 
you do anything, I will call the 
cops and ruin your reputation and 
make sure you never get a job in 
your life and make sure you are a 
social outcast.

SPENCER FOX
Oh okay what ever you say Willy. 

WILLIAM THE KID
It's William you idiot!!!!! And 
good luck on your future you will 
need it. 

William the kid leaves the bar and he walks into a limo. And 
the limo takes off and drives off. 

Spencer sees him leave and he keeps on drinking. 

SPENCER FOX
Jesus Christ what's his 
problem?...he's probably one of 
those snotty and snobby people. And 
up-tight if you ask me. 
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Spencer keeps on drinking. 

CUT TO:

Spencer goes back to his hotel room and he starts sleeping. 

FADE TO:

Spencer wakes up and he takes a shower and he starts getting 
dressed and starts putting summer clothes on. 

And Ralley sees him. 

RALLEY COTTONTAIL
Morning Spencer. How did you sleep? 
Ready to party? 

SPENCER FOX
Oh fuck yeah I am. 

CUT TO:

Spencer goes downstairs with Ralley and they start heading 
haulover beach. 

They get to Haulover beach and both Ralley and Spencer take 
off their swimsuits. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Time to throw the party of our 
lives. 

CUT TO:

All of a sudden the beach starts to light up like crazy and a 
lot of naked girls are running around everywhere and there is 
a lot of destruction everywhere and loud music. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley do more crazy and silly and raunchy things 
at the beach and Spencer is dancing with 4 naked girls and 
doing other crazy things. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
WAHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! Who 
wants to have maple syrup on 
them!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Everyone starts going crazy and wild. And Spencer has sex 
with 13 women at the nude beach. And he is drinking a lot of 
booze. 
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More crazy and raunchy stuff keeps on happening. And Spencer 
and Ralley keeps on doing more drinking and more causing 
trouble and they end up steeling a boat and they end up 
cruising on the coast. 

RANDOM ANIMAL CHARACTER 
Hey man that's my boat!!!!!! It 
doesn't belong to you. I'm calling 
the police!!!!!!!!! 

More naked girls are partying on the boat and drinking and 
doing more dancing and Spencer starts touching women and 
women are touching him everywhere. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh man this is crazy. I am getting 
laid tonight and I am no longer a 
virgin!!!!!!

The boat starts going really fast on the boat and the Miami 
police department on the water starts chasing them. 

And the sirens are going off like crazy. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Ralley are on the boat and police boats and 
helicopters are chasing them. 

MIAMI POLICE OFFICER 1 
Pull over right now!!!! This is the 
Miami police department. We know 
that you stole the boat and have 
been causing trouble around the 
beach. Stop the boat right 
now!!!!!!

SPENCER FOX
Fuck off!!!!! 

Spencer keeps on going really fast on the boat and going 
around 900 miles per hour and everyone starts flying in the 
boat from the motion. 

Spencer starts laughing and cracking up like a goof ball. 

Spencer keeps on driving the boat and he starts screaming and 
yelling as the boat starts going fast all of a sudden crashes 
into beach house 

The boat crashes into the beach house and causes a lot 
destruction and the owners yelling and running out of the 
house and everything starts crashing and falling down. And 
the boat house catches on fire. 
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Spencer flys out of the boat and he starts screaming and 
yelling and he lands into a pool full of booze and beer and a 
lot of soup falls on Spencer. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Oh fuck!!!! Oh mother 
fucker!!!!!!!....

And a huge explosion happens. And the police come 

The cops come into the house and they grab Spencer and they 
start arresting him. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Ah shit!!!!! Fuck!!!!

MIAMI POLICE OFFICER 1
Spencer Fox your under arrest for 
fraud, under-age drinking, and 
steeling and disturbing the 
peace!!!!

Spencer gets knocked out from the crash. 

FADE TO:

INT. MIAMI POLICE DEPARTMENT - NIGHT

Spencer does a mug shot and he gets thrown into a jail cell. 

Spencer is in jail and he lays down on the floor. 

Spencer starts breathing really hard. 

FADE TO:

Spencer is in the jail cell and the bell goes off. The guard 
bangs on the cell. 

POLICE GUARD 1 
Hey fox, you gotta visitor.

SPENCER FOX
Ah Jesus please tell me it's not my 
mother and father....

CUT TO:

Spencer walks to the interrogation and Spencer sits down. 

As Spencer sits down, the female monkey girl shows up. And 
she sits down. 
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SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Oh shit!!!!!!..... 

MONKEYPENNY
Well Well, looks like you got into 
a lot of trouble especially from 
all the things that I read about 
what you did. You under age, you 
stole a boat, you are not afraid to 
have sex with random women and you 
competed big time fraud by steeling 
your parents credit card as well to 
escape New Hampshire and go to 
Miami. 

SPENCER FOX
Look lady if you are going to 
virtual signal and tell me that I'm 
going to a bigger prison just do it 
and get it over with. I've learned 
from my mistakes but I don't see 
myself getting released anytime 
soon because I know people will 
want to make an example out of me. 

MONKEYPENNY
Actually Spencer, I cam to bail you 
out. Because from the stuff you 
pulled, I think we need someone 
like you in our agency. 

SPENCER FOX
Why would you want someone like me 
who has been here for already 3 
years now and has a criminal 
record? 

MONKEYPENNY
Because I think someone like you 
deserves a 2nd chance and I notice 
how you were at the airport 3 years 
ago when I met you, you had the 
confidence and the swagger and 
could take a slap or a punch. So 
here is the deal fox. 

SPENCER FOX
My name is Spencer. 
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MONKEYPENNY
Whatever, the deal is, you can 
drought away in this prison but if 
your are willing, I'm willing to 
give you a 2nd chance and to work 
for us and we can fix you up and 
for you to improve yourself and 
it's your choice. Or you can spend 
the rest of your life in prison. 
Get back to me once you make your 
choice. And you will only get one 
chance. 

Monkeypenny leave the prison and leaves Spencer with a piece 
of paper. 

Spencer looks a the piece of paper and Spencer starts reading 
everything. 

Spencer reads the last piece of the paper. 

SPENCER FOX
You know what, fuck it!!!! I got 
nothing to loose. 

Spencer starts signing the paper and hands back to the police 
officer. 

CUT TO:

INT. JAIL CELL - MORNING

Spencer is in his jail cell and he looks a the window. 

Spencer sits down and suddenly he gets a bang on his cell. 

POLICE GUARD 1
Fox up on your feet!!!!! 

Spencer gets up and his cell opens up. And Monkeypenny is 
there. 

MONKEYPENNY
I got your signature and your bail 
has been paid, lets go. 

Spencer starts walking and he takes off his prison suit and 
hands it back and Spencer is in his under-wear. 

Spencer walks out of Prison in his underwear and fallowing 
Monkeypenny. 
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As Spencer is walking with her, he notices the private 
airplane. 

SPENCER FOX
So where are we going? 

MONKEYPENNY
That's for me to know and for you 
to find out Fox. 

They get on the airplane and the airplane takes off from the 
prison. 

And the airplane goes into the sky. 

CUT TO:

Spencer and Monkeypenny are on the airplane and sitting down. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
So you will have a couple of rules 
when working with us. Number 1, you 
will no longer have the name 
Spencer anymore, number 2, you will 
be stationed to any country we tell 
you to and you will wear a special 
type of tux to mix with your new 
spy persona. And also you will have 
no past of what you did before. 
And, you will wear a spy watch and 
work for mobile agency at all 
times. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Any questions. 

SPENCER FOX
Nah I'm good, is there a shower on 
this plane? 

MONKEYPENNY
There is, And I would suggest you 
shower and clean yourself up. And 
once you do that, your suit and 
your spy name will be free once you 
do that. 

CUT TO:

Spencer starts to take shower on the private jet. Spencer 
gets out of the shower and he starts to shave and trim his 
beard. 
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Spencer gets done shaving and he presses a button and all of 
a sudden he sees a white tuxedo. 

SPENCER FOX
Ah Jesus I have to wear this thing?

MONKEYPENNY
Yep it's part of your persona and 
form now on, you will be known as 
Spy Fox and I even made you a 
passport and set an apartment for 
you to stay in Toronto. 

SPENCER FOX
Oh man. 

SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Well...I'm in there like swim-wear.

CUT TO:

EXT. TORONTO AIRPORT - NIGHT

The private jet lands around the airport and Spencer is 
wearing normal clothes and he goes into a cab to be taken to 
his new apartment. 

As Spencer is in the car he sees a little kid in another 
apartment. 

CUT TO:

A little kid is in coffee shop. 

RANDOM LITTLE KID 
Oh boy cereal I can't wait to have 
some cereal and to have some milk. 

The kid starts to have some cereal and all of a sudden as he 
is dumping the milk, there is no milk in the milk carton. 

The kid begins to start crying and tears start coming out of 
his eyes. 

The kid starts crying and screaming and yelling in the 
apartment. 

RANDOM ANIMAL CHARACTER 2
Holy shit make that kid stop. Oh my 
god!!!!!!!
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All of a sudden, the security camera starts spying on the 
little kid. 

CUT TO:

William the kid NOG headquarters. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Got milk, not anymore, everything 
is going just at plan and soon the 
entire world will be without dairy 
milk, no ice cream, no cheese, no 
butter, and no yogurt and most 
importantly no milk from cows 
anymore and people all over the 
fucking world will have to drink 
goat milk and dry 
cereal.....NOTHING CAN STOP ME 
NOW!!!!!!!.....MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA...B
RAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 

CUT TO:

Spencer all of a sudden is in the bathroom and whole part is 
in black and white and Spencer starts to put on his white 
tuxedo for the first time very slowly and butting up his 
button up shirt and putting on his pants and his white 
jacket. 

Spencer picks up the black bow tie and he starts tying his 
tie and he also gets on his dress shoes. 

Spencer finally gets on his white tuxedo. 

And Spencer for the first time looks at himself in the mirror 
wearing the white tuxedo. 

SPY FOX 
The names Fox...Spy Fox.....

All of a sudden the Spy Fox logo shows up and does the circle 
movement and sound. 

The circle goes down to a red coloring room. 

CUT TO:
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TITLE INTRO SCENE - TITLE SONG IS ALONE BY HALSEY

All of a sudden in the intro, Spy Fox starts walking to get a 
bowl of cereal. 

Spy Fox begins to eat cereal and he starts pouring the milk 
into the bowl. 

As Spy Fox pours the 2% milk the camera starts to zoom into 
Spy Fox swimming in the milk. 

Some credit titles starts to show up. 

"Humongous Entertainment presents" 

Spy Fox is in the milk and is swimming with a lot of naked 
girls and the naked girls are swimming in the milk. 

"Greg Hoyt stars as Humongous Entertainment's Spy Fox In" 

Spy Fox swims up to the surface and he sees a naked girl and 
Spy Fox starts dancing with her a lot of cereal starts 
dumping on them. 

"Spy Fox: Dry Cereal" 

Spy Fox keeps on dancing with her and Spy Fox does a lot of 
different dance moves on her. 

And Spy Fox does the tango on her and starts lowering her 
very slowly adding a big time slow effect. 

"staring Brooklyn Decker" 

As Spy Fox is dancing with her, all of a sudden evil bulls 
show up and they kidnap her and they trap her inside an 
airplane and the airplane flys off in the sky. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox starts fighting the bulls and bulls 
start attacking him with a knife and Spy Fox dodges all of 
the punches and kicks. 

Spy Fox dodges more attacks and Spy Fox punches one of the 
thugs in the face and then all of a sudden kicks another one 
in the face. 

Spy Fox sees more thugs coming at him and Spy Fox grabs a 
hold of rope and kicks another thug in the face. 

Spy Fox falls to the ground and Spy Fox all of a sudden a an 
evil giant goat about with a lot of flames about to crush him 
and the evil goat all of a sudden has a lot of flames inside 
his eyes and starts blasting a lot of lasers and bombs at Spy 
Fox. 
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"Josh O Connor" 

Spy Fox gets out a rocket launcher and fires around 4 rockets 
at the evil goat and ends up the killing the goat and the 
goat lands on the ground and a lot of blood starts coming out 
of the dead goat. 

The blood starts turning into milk and the milk starts 
forming into a lot of animal cereal marshmallows. 

All of a sudden there is a lot of cereals that start foaming 
a lot of buildings and greek statues. 

"Jason Alexander a Professor Quick" 

Spy Fox keeps on running and Spy Fox starts running into a 
Greek cities. 

As Spy Fox is walking around, a blue female kitty cat gets 
out a gun and she tries to shoot a PP7 gun and fires around 
66 bullets at Spy Fox. 

Spy Fox dodges more bullets and Spy Fox gets out a gun and he 
starts shooting at her. 

Spy Fox keeps on shooting and all of a sudden there is a lot 
of ice cream falling on him and the whole Greek cities start 
freezing. 

As Spy Fox keeps on walking and Spy Fox stops and a lot of 
hearts come out of his eyes and Spy Fox sees a beautiful and 
very gorgeous and a very stunning and a very powering and 
sexy giraffe in a bikni walking to him and picks him up. 

The giraffe takes off her top and her bottoms and she takes 
kissing Spy Fox on the lips. 

"Erin Andrews" 

All of a sudden she gets out a chocolate milkshake and dumps 
the milkshake on her boobs and Spy Fox jumps on her body and 
he starts sliding down her boobs and her belly and down her 
legs. 

Spy Fox lands on the ground and Spy Fox keeps on running and 
a little bug comes out Spy Fox's pockets and he jumps out of 
his pocket and he goes under ground. 

"Adam Scott" 

Spy Fox ends up sneaking underground and there is more cereal 
coming down on him 
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And Spy Fox starts ends up in a room in full of cheese and 
the cheese starts transforming into thugs. 

And more credits start showing up. 

Spy Fox keeps on fighting the cheese thugs and defeats them 
and everything around him starts changing and he walks 
towards the screen. 

"Written by: Nelson Christian Amador" 

And the title sequence ends. 

FADE TO:

EXT. TORONTO APARTMENT COMPLEX - MORNING

Spy Fox ends up waking up and he goes to take a shower and he 
goes to get dressed. 

Spy Fox turns on the TV and he starts watching the news. 

NEWSREPORTER 
Today there is no milk anywhere all 
over the world and factories are 
shut down everywhere and NOG has 
not commented on the matter. 

SPY FOX
Jesus Christ!!!!!! Now how the hell 
am I suppose to have coffee 
now?!...

Spy Fox gets on his white tuxedo and he heads out the door. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox goes outside and he looks at his cell phone and he 
gets a text message from Monkeypenny. 

Spy Fox reads the text message and he starts taking the 
subway to park in downtown Toronto. 

Spy Fox gets to the park and he goes into the playground and 
all of a sudden he starts going down a slide. 

Spy Fox goes down the slide and he lands on the ground and 
Spy Fox is amazed at everything around him. 

Spy Fox starts walking and he starts heading to Monkeypenny's 
office. 
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As Spy Fox is walking, everyone who is working stops and 
looks back and sees Spy Fox for the first time. 

Spy Fox goes into another elevator and goes up and he opens 
the door. And the chair is turned back. 

Spy Fox starts looking around the office and he starts 
looking at the other pictures. 

And all of a sudden Monkeypenny turns around. 

MONKEYPENNY
Hello Agent Fox....Did you have a 
hard time finding the place? 

SPY FOX
Kinda a little bit, How does the 
goverment not know that this 
command center is not underground? 

MONKEYPENNY
That is our secret Fox. It's mobile 
and it's always moving. And it will 
always be like this every mission 
you go on. 

SPY FOX
Alright fair enough. Did you hear 
the news how there is not a lot of 
milk everywhere? 

MONKEYPENNY
I do know Fox, A company called 
Moo-juice Inc got broken into last 
night and stole a lot of milk and a 
lot of codes and other bank records 
billions of dollars in capital. And 
then they also kidnapped Howard 
Udderly who is the CEO of Moo-
Juice. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
And then they also left some fetta 
cheese for some odd reason as well. 
It's crazy if you ask me. 

SPY FOX
Well for me I just want this whole 
problem to just go away so that way 
i can my coffee, milk, and cheese 
and other good dairy foods that I 
like to eat. 
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MONKEYPENNY
And also to have pancakes as well. 

SPY FOX
Oh yeah you bet. So monkey girl, 
where are you taking me and where I 
do I need to go? 

MONKEYPENNY
That's Monkeypenny...but anyway you 
will go to Greece and I think the 
N.O.G. Headquarters might be there. 
And I will build another command 
center as well. And you will also 
need some gadgets as well. 

All of a sudden the door opens and it's a green duck with a 
lab coat. 

PROFESSOR QUACK 
Agent Fox, I'm professor Quack, I 
will help you with our gadgets and 
also with our car pretty soon as 
well. 

SPY FOX
Oh that's great man, It's funny I 
never bought a car or drove one 
even though I passed my drivers ed 
in high school. But yeah I guess I 
do need some driving work since 
before becoming a spy I was in 
prison for 3 years. 

PROFESSOR QUACK
Well Fox I'll do the best that I 
can in providing you with some 
gadgets. And then also you will 
meet some people as well. So here 
is your spy watch that I built. And 
it's even more advanced then the 
Iphone or smart phones as well. 

SPY FOX
Oh nice that's great man. 

MONKEYPENNY
Oh and here is your plane ticket. 

Monkeypenny hands Spy Fox his plane ticket. 
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SPY FOX
Thanks sweetie. Hey you know 
Monkeypenny, when all this stuff is 
done and we find away to get milk 
back to all the consumers and 
people that love food in general, 
you want to go on a date you and 
me, where you and I go somewhere 
where is a lot of fun, and a lot of 
privacy so that way I can touch you 
and kiss you and we can take off 
our clothes and get butt naked in 
an ice cream or yogurt spa and take 
a milkshake bath, what do you say 
baby girl? 

MONKEYPENNY
I say your fucking crazy and I all 
think about it Fox. And you are a 
very sexual creature with a giant 
pennis that has no degree or common 
sense. 

SPY FOX
So you will always call me Fox or 
Spy Fox or agent Fox...no Spencer? 

MONKEYPENNY
Yes Fox, when you work for us, you 
will always be Spy Fox and Spencer 
is no more. Not even public records 
show that you are named Spencer 
anymore. Anyway you better get 
going and we will all meet you 
there. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay. 

Spy Fox starts leaving the command center. 

CUT TO:

INT. TORONTO AIRPORT - MORNING

Spy Fox gets the airport and he goes inside and he picks up 
his plane ticket and Spy Fox goes through TSA. 

Spy Fox goes through TSA and he starts looking for the gate 
numbers. And he fights the gate numbers. 

Spy Fox gets to his gate number and he sits down and he 
starts looking at his cell phone. 
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SPY FOX
Oh man this trip should be good. 
Man it would be nice if Monkey girl 
liked me. But I guess that's what 
happens when you have a criminal 
record. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Well I better go get something to 
eat. 

Spy Fox starts walking and he goes to get himself a burger 
and some fries and he starts eating his food. 

Spy Fox goes back to his seat that is by the gate. And he 
goes to sit down. 

As Spy Fox sits down, one of the NOG thugs sees him. And he 
takes a picture of Spy Fox using a smart phone. 

Fox looks around and everybody starts to board and Fox gets 
in line and Fox hands the plane ticket to the ticket person 
as he is boarding the airplane to Greece. 

CUT TO:

INT. INSIDE THE AIRPLANE - AFTERNOON

Spy Fox is laying down in his chair and Agent Fox is around 
some normal looking people. 

As Fox is on the airplane, he sees beautiful flight attendant 
and she smiles at him and she walks up to him. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT 
Can I get you some food sir? 

SPY FOX
Ah no thanks I already hate a 
cheeseburger not that long ago. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Are you sure we still have a very 
long way to go intel we get to 
Greece. 

SPY FOX
No thanks I'm good. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Alright okay well I'll let this for 
you just in case you are still 
hungry. 
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SPY FOX
Alright okay. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Well enjoy your food. 

The flight attendant leaves and Spy Fox starts eating his 
food. And as he is eating, Fox sees a photo of Howard Uderly 
that is in his mashed potatoes. 

Fox looks up and he sees the seat belt sign turned off and 
Fox gets up from his chair and he starts going to the 
bathroom. 

As Spy Fox goes to the bathroom, he starts looking at himself 
in the mirror. 

SPY FOX
Man we still have a lot of hours 
intel we land. 

As Fox is in the background a NOG thug comes into restroom. 

NOG THUG 1 
Good evening Mr. Fox, I think it's 
time that I kill you and make sure 
never get to Greece and it's time 
for you die. 

SPY FOX
Or what?!....

All of a sudden the thug pulls out a knife. 

NOG THUG 1
If you don't do what I say I will 
stab you and I will kill you Agent 
Fox. 

Fox starts laughing at him. 

SPY FOX
Will come get some fuck 
head!!!!!....

All of a sudden, the thug does a Hyena scream and yell and 
runs towards Spy Fox and tries to tackle him. 

Spy Fox starts fighting hyena thug and throws a lot of 
punches and kicks at him. 

The hyena punches Spy Fox in the face and shoves him against 
the window 
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Spy Fox throws more punches and kicks at the thug and jumps 
up in the air grabs a hold of the door handle and Fox kicks 
the thug in the face and forces him to the ground. 

Spy Fox throws more punches and kicks at the thug and hyena 
makes more hyena sounds and yells and tries to bite Spy Fox. 

Spy Fox looks around he sees a champagne bottle and Spy Fox 
grunts and throws the champagne bottle at the hyena's mouth 
and hyena smashes the glass and parts of his mouth gets 
stabbed really bad. 

NOG THUG 1
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  AHHHHH MY FUCKING 
MOUTH!!!!!!!!!!! YOU SON OF A 
BITCH!!!!!!!!!

The hyena keeps on attacking on Spy Fox and keeps on throwing 
more punches and kicks more hyena bites at him. 

The hyena bites Spy Fox's arm and shakes his whole body 
throws him the ground and Spy Fox has some cuts on his arm 
and parts of his body. 

Spy Fox gets up and the hyena throws more attacks at Spy Fox 
and Spy Fox dodges more attacks and Spy Fox throws more 
attacks and punches and kicks. 

Spy Fox grunts his teeth and Spy Fox picks up another glass 
bottle and hits the hyena thug in the face. And Spy Fox grabs 
the thug by the shirt and slams him against the window. 

The hyena does another hyena does another sound and punches 
Spy Fox in the face and kicks him in the stomach and throws 
him to the ground. 

Spy Fox hears the flight attendant make a scarred cry, and 
Spy Fox gets up and he sees the Hyena get out a gun and 
points the gun at the flight attendant. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (CRYING)
Help somebody help me!!!!! He is 
pointing gun please. 

NOG THUG 1
Oh shut the fuck up!!!!! Oh don't 
worry baby girl, you will have a 
really good time with William the 
Kid and how he wants put you in a 
freezer inside his secret fortress. 
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NOG THUG 1 (CONT'D)
And if you take one more step Foxy, 
I will bite her head off and shoot 
her body and she dies!!!!!! 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (CRYING)
No please, somebody save me 
please...

Spy Fox looks around and Fox sees some streak knives and Fox 
grabs the knives and throws them at the thug and Fox jumps up 
in the ground. 

Fox stabs the NOG thug and the thug does a hyena sound and 
Fox attacks at the thug and throws more punches and kicks and 
keeps on fighting him. 

The NOG thug gets the better and Fox gets kicked in the face 
and NOG thugs picks up Spy Fox and throws him against a snack 
cart on the airplane and hurts himself real bad. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (CRYING) (CONT'D)
Please help me...

Fox gets up and Fox sees a couple of soda cans and starts 
throwing them at the NOG thug and starts spraying a lot of 
soda. And the thug starts yelling and making hyena sounds. 

Spy Fox grabs some alchool and throws more cans at him and 
throws them at his head and Spy Fox tackles him to the ground 
and Fox grabs a steak knife and stabs the thug and kills him. 

All of a sudden, Spy Fox hears the alarm going off like crazy 
and the airplane starts going down like crazy. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (CONT'D)
Oh my fucking god we are going 
die!!!!!!!!....

Spy Fox runs to the cockpit and he starts to control the 
wheel and tries to get airplane back in the air. 

And airplane is falling really fast and falling towards the 
water. 

SPY FOX
You gotta tell everyone to get off 
the airplane right now!!!!!!!!...

Spy Fox presses a button on his watch. 
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SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Monkeypenny I need help, I was 
jumped by a psycho thug and the 
plane is about to crash. 

MONKEYPENNY
Alright okay Fox, I'll send a 
rescue team just get yourself to 
one of the islands as fast as you 
can. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay. Fox out. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Alright I think your coming with me 
miss. And hold on really tight. 

Spy Fox runs to the flight attendant and grabs her and picks 
up her up in his arms and Fox jumps out of the airplane and 
the flight attendant starts screaming. 

And as they are sky diving, Fox finds a random gadget pen and 
presses on it and it ends up being a hock-shot gun and Fox 
shoots the gun at a random helicopter and the rope ties on to 
the helicopter and Fox and the flight attendant land on the 
ground very safely. 

And they both start breathing very heavily. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Are you okay? 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Yeah I think so. You saved me. And 
you saved my life and who are you?

SPY FOX
My name is Fox....Spy Fox....

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Well anyways I know we just landed 
and all that and I know we are very 
far away from the tourist areas. 
Maybe I can get a cab or so. 

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Yeah that would be great. Can I 
have your number if you are ever in 
the states sometime. 

SPY FOX
Ah sure, 
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Spy Fox gets out his cell phone. And she takes out her phone. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Yeah my number is 366-442-0761

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Alright okay. Well I see a cab over 
there and I'll see you around Mr. 
Fox. 

The flight attendant goes into the cab but before she does, 
she goes up to Fox and she kisses him on the lips for a 
while. 

And she leaves and she goes into the taxi. 

Spy Fox waves back at her and he starts looking around the 
area he is in. 

SPY FOX
Jesus sounds like everything is 
closed. Well I'll check out the 
phone booth. 

Spy Fox goes into the phone booth and he looks at the fortune 
cookie and he starts looking at the numbers and he starts 
typing out the numbers. 

Spy Fox gets done dialing the numbers and he puts the phone 
to his ear. 

MONKEYPENNY
Hello? 

SPY FOX
Hey I believe I was able to find 
you guys. 

MONKEYPENNY
Alright I'll ring you down. 

All of a sudden the phone booth begins to start going down as 
an elevator and the elevator starts heading down to the 
mobile command center. 

CUT TO:

The elevator stops and the door opens and Spy Fox comes out 
of the elevator. 

And Monkeypenny turns back in her chair. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Ah Jesus Christ what happen to you? 
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SPY FOX
I got attacked by N.O.G. Thug and 
he was a hyena and not only did I 
get punched and kicked he also 
would bite me a couple of times and 
I believe I might rabies I believe. 

MONKEYPENNY
Alright I'll look at your cuts just 
sit down. 

Monkeypenny starts looking at his his cuts and she starts 
opening his button up shirt and she starts rubbing her hands 
on the anti-rabie cream. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Alright this is going to hurt a 
little so be warned. 

Monkeypenny starts messaging Spy Fox's chest. 

SPY FOX
Ahhhhhhhh jesus!!!!!!!...Ah 
god!!!!!!!.... 

MONKEYPENNY
See I told you it was going to 
hurt. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Did anything interesting happen on 
the airplane heading to the command 
center? 

SPY FOX
Well the food that I ate on the 
airplane was really good and then I 
also met a very beautiful and a 
very gorgeous and a very stunning 
and a very powerful flight 
attendant and she was also really 
sexy as well. 

MONKEYPENNY
How am I not surprised by that? But 
anyway, here is some Greek money 
and you will need it and also here 
some is a tooth brush and some 
tooth paste. 
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SPY FOX
Ah thanks monkey girl, I sure can 
use it from eating a cheeseburger 
and eating the food from the 
airplane. 

MONKEYPENNY
Don't put that in your mouth!!! 
It's a laser tooth brush 
idiot!!!!...

SPY FOX
Oh okay. Thanks for telling me I 
could've done something really 
stupid and got myself killed.

MONKEYPENNY
Knowing your character and your 
personality. You probably would but 
anyways. It's simple you just hold 
it up to metal and put tooth paste 
on it and then press the button and 
it comes a laser. And that's it. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay. Yo by the way where 
is the duck? 

MONKEYPENNY
Oh you mean Professor Quack? He 
will be here soon, and he will work 
on a new car for you and then also 
provide with some gadgets a little 
later too. But yeah just explore 
the island and find Uderely and do 
some stuff and find a girl foxy. 

SPY FOX
But what about you aren't you going 
to be out there and being in field 
and also maybe be in bikini and 
show off your booty and those 
beautiful cleavage or maybe go to a 
nude beach and get butt naked and 
show off your boobs and everything. 
Oooooh la la. 

MONKEYPENNY
Fox I have something to tell you. 
Come really close. 

Spy Fox comes really close to Monkeypenny very closely. And 
as he does this, Monkeypenny all of a sudden hits in the head 
with a PS5 controller. 
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SPY FOX
Ouuuuuuuch!!!! Jesus, Oh my 
god!!!!!....

MONKEYPENNY
Fox, I am working right now and I'm 
not going to be in a bikini or be 
butt naked while I'm working right 
now. And I will not be hit on while 
I am working and trying to make 
sure everyone in this fucking world 
has milk and has their ice cream 
and other dairy things. And if you 
hit on me one more time I will 
fucking punch you and there will be 
no take backs. 

SPY FOX
Alright fine I will stop. Jesus!!!! 

MONKEYPENNY
Sometimes I think you got worse 
when you were in prison...

SPY FOX
Alright fine, I get it, I have no 
social skills and I don't talk to 
girls well, I get it. 

MONKEYPENNY
Good. Now run along Fox, And let me 
know if you need any help. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay. 

Spy Fox starts walking up to the elevator and the elevator 
goes up. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets out of the elevator and he starts looking around 
and he starts walking around the island. 

Spy Fox walks on the dock and he sees the NOG warehouse. And 
he starts walking towards it. 

Fox gets close to the warehouse and he gets out his spy 
gadgets case and he finds the tooth-brush and tooth paste. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Well I guess monkey girl left me 
with this laser and might as well 
use it. 
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Fox gets toothpaste out of tub and he pours it on the tooth 
brush and he presses the button. And the paste turns into a 
laser. Fox starts cutting open the whole steel door and he 
body slams into the door and the door falls to the ground. 

Fox runs into the warehouse and he looks around and he also 
hears someone that is tide up and making tide up noises. 

Fox starts looking around and he sees Uderely tied up. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Oh man that's gotta him up there. 
Ah don't worry bruh I'm going to 
get you down. 

Fox looks around and he sees that Uderely is hung up above a 
pool full of piranhas. 

Fox looks down and he sees piranhas and sees a lot of dead 
animal bodies in there. And also blood in the water. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Ah Jesus Christ!!!!!...

As Spy Fox is pressing the button, and making the piranha 
pool colder, Some evil looking goats and evil looking donkey 
thugs show up. 

DONKEY THUG 1 
Good evening Mr. Fox...

And the thug pulls out a gun on him and so does the other 
goat thug and he gets out an A33 riffle. 

GOAT THUG 1 
It's too bad once we are done with 
big fat fucking cow up there we are 
going to kick your fucking ass and 
kill you and throw into the pool so 
that Piranhas can you eat you white 
tuxedo wearing bitch!!!!!!

SPY FOX
Oh you calling me bitch!!!!?...Lets 
go Billy boy and your big horns 
don't scare me. What you going to 
do do one of your goat sounds and 
ram into me. Huh, tough guy?!....

DONKEY THUG 1
No Mr. Fox, but once we do that, we 
will kill you and throw into the 
ocean. 
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All of a sudden a huge fight starts in the warehouse and the 
goat and donkey thug throws a lot of punches and kicks at Spy 
Fox. 

Spy Fox dodges a lot of the attacks and Spy Fox throws a lot 
of kicks and punches at both of the thugs. Spy Fox tackles 
the donkey thug to the ground and donkey kicks Spy Fox in the 
face and does an angry donkey sound. The donkey grabs Spy Fox 
and grabs him by the neck and slams him against the wall. 

The donkey does another donkey sound and tries to ram into 
Spy Fox. The donkey head butts Spy Fox and slams him against 
the wall. 

The donkey does an angry sound starts throwing a lot of 
crates at Spy Fox and Spy Fox dodges a lot of attack and Spy 
Fox finds a crow bar and Spy Fox hits the thug in the head 
with a crow bar and hits his donkey head 13 times. 

Spy Fox punches the thug in the and jumps up in the air kicks 
him the face. And Spy Fox grabs him and shoves him into a 
gasoline can. 

Spy Fox picks up a light and throws the lighter and blows up 
gasoline and Donkey does some angry donkey sounds and his 
whole body starts burning up. 

Spy Fox gets tackled behind by the goat thug and the goat 
thug throws a lot of punches and head butts at Spy Fox. 

The goat makes a lot of angry goat sounds as he is beating 
up. 

SPY FOX
Get the fuck off of me Billy 
Fuck!!!!! 

Spy Fox punches the goat thug in the face and Spy Fox dodges 
more attacks from the goat thug and the goat rams into Spy 
Fox and gives him at cut on the chest and stabs him a little 
bit. 

GOAT THUG 1
Muahahahahahahahahahahahha!!!!!!

Spy Fox hits the goat with his elbow 10 times and Spy Fox 
gets free and the goat thug throws more punches and kicks at 
Spy Fox and Spy Fox grunts his teeth. 

The goat takes out a baseball bat and hits Spy Fox in the 
face and Spy Fox gets up and spits some blood out of his 
mouth. 
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SPY FOX
Is that all you fucking got shit-
head!!!!!!!?

The goat does another angry goat sound and the evil goat thug 
tries to ram into Spy Fox and Spy Fox jumps in the air and 
Spy Fox goes on his shoulder and Spy Fox makes a fist and 
hits the goat 40 times and causes a lot of blood and damage 
on him and Spy Fox uses his feet and grabs the goat's head 
and slams his head against the floor at least 9 times. 

Spy Fox gets free and keeps on fighting the goat. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Oh you want to play come and get 
hairy!!!! And Jesus Christ you 
fucking stink like a mother fucker 
my fucking god!!!!!!!! 

The evil goat thug gets even more angry. And does an another 
angry goat sound. 

GOAT THUG 1
(angry voice)

Alright no more games Mr. Fox. And 
I'm done playing fucking games with 
you boy!!! And I'm going to beat 
the living out of hell and William 
the Kid will kill and destroy all 
of the people who ever loved 
you!!!!!!!! And I'm going to stab 
you with my horns once for 
all!!!!!!!

The evil goat makes another angry goat sound and takes out a 
kitchen knife and starts throwing a lot of kitchen knife 
attacks at Agent Fox. 

Fox dodges a lot of attacks and throws a lot of punches and 
kicks of his own and Fox grabs the goat thug and Spy Fox 
punches him in the face 20 times and shoves his head against 
the wall 20 times. 

Spy Fox throws the goat thug on to the floor and Spy Fox 
grabs the kitchen knife and Spy Fox all of a sudden throws 
the knife and stabs the goat thug in the head and kills him 
and a lot of blood comes out of him. 

SPY FOX
Why don't you ram into some metal 
if you are so 
strong....Asshole!!!!!!!!
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Spy Fox starts breathing really hard and takes a couple of 
deep breaths. Spy Fox looks up and Spy Fox runs to the 
computer and Spy Fox starts pressing the button 5 times to 
turn the water into ice. 

The water turns into ice and Spy Fox runs to the lever and 
lowers Uderely and lands him on to the ice. 

Spy Fox starts dragging him off the ice and he starts un-
tieing him. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Oh my god you are heavy as shit and 
god damn you weigh a ton. Your like 
9 triple cheeseburgers into one 
body. 

Fox un-ties him and Uderely starts breathing. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh my god thanks sir. You saved me. 
Geez I really thought I was a going 
to die and get eaten by those 
piranhas. 

SPY FOX
Your welcome Mr. Udderly. I'm going 
to get you out of here very soon. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh thank god, hopefully I'll just 
be there and hangout intel I get a 
private jet to get me out of Greece 
and I will also tell you some 
information. 

SPY FOX
Sounds awesome man. 

FADE TO:

INT. SPY CROP HEADQUARTERS IN THE WATER - AFTERNOON

Spy Fox is in his underwear and Monkeypenny is putting a lot 
of medicine on him. 

MONKEYPENNY
What in the world happen to you?
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SPY FOX
I got fucking attacked by 2 thugs 
one was a goat and one was an angry 
brown donkey. And I think they both 
worked for William the kid. 

MONKEYPENNY
Well anyway this medicine should 
help you and also help you heal 
from cuts and if you are wondering, 
we also have tons of white tuxedos 
that are stored. 

Monkeypenny presses a button and she revels all of the white 
tuxedos in the closet. 

SPY FOX
Ah Jesus Christ here we go again 
with me wearing the white tuxedo 
again. Monkeypenny? 

MONKEYPENNY
Yeah Fox? 

SPY FOX
Is there ever going to be a time or 
like a mission where I can wear 
something other then a white 
tuxedo? Like am I going to wear 
like a normal black tuxs or like a 
tuxs that is like from the 70's or 
60's or like a normal suit and tie 
where I wear a neck-tie or just 
causal clothes?

MONKEYPENNY
Nope!!!!!! 

SPY FOX
What?!...Can I ask why? 

MONKEYPENNY
Well since you work for Spy Crop. 
You and you alone as the name Spy 
Fox. You will always be required to 
white tuxedo on every mission. 

SPY FOX
Every mission? 

MONKEYPENNY
Yep every mission Agent Fox. 
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SPY FOX
Alright...whatever. Just get me 
another white tuxs and I'll get 
back to work. 

Spy Fox gets on another white tuxedo and he gets his spy 
watch on him and grabs his information notebook and his spy 
gadgets case. 

MONKEYPENNY
Hey Fox....

Spy Fox turns back at Monkeypenny. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
I actually thought you did a good 
job. 

SPY FOX
Really? I did? You mean I did a 
good job to the point where I can 
invite you to go to my apartment 
maybe go to a beach and take out to 
dinner. And maybe get naked and get 
all smoochy, smoochy and go skinny 
dipping and go to a nude beach and 
other fun things? 
Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm........

Spy Fox does the "hmmmmm" sound while heaving a really crazy 
and silly and funny face and smiling at Monkeypenny. 

Monkeypenny has no facial reaction to Spy Fox's charms. 

MONKEYPENNY
You know there is other women on 
this island and that you can date 
other girls right? Why do you have 
a crush on me out of all women? 

SPY FOX
I don't know its because your 
beautiful and gorgeous and really 
stunning and really powerful. And 
deep down you are really wild and 
really silly and crazy. But you 
just don't want to show it and most 
importantly you don't want to 
admit. 

Monkeypenny gets a little annoyed at Fox. 
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MONKEYPENNY
What the hell makes you say 
that?...I do fun things...there 
just not with you...

SPY FOX
Fine...well like you said, I have a 
case to solve and maybe CEO bull 
with the red bow tie will be fun to 
talk to maybe I'm lucky, maybe he 
will set me up with a beautiful 
lady. 

MONKEYPENNY
Oh my god in your dreams...

Spy Fox starts walking over to Udderly. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Talking to your girlfriend? 

SPY FOX
Ah man, I wish she was my 
girlfriend but sadly she always 
declines my advances. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Ah don't worry she will come around 
foxy. Besides with how charming of 
a fox you are. You will probably 
get a woman very soon. 

SPY FOX
Yeah. Well anyway, is there any 
information can you tell me about 
why you got kidnapped. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh yeah for sure. Well it all 
started in my office. 

FADE TO:

INT. UDDERLY'S OFFICE AT MOO JUICE - AFTERNOON - PAST 

Howard walks into his office and he starts looking at 
important documents. 
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HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh well I think the new strawberry 
milk will be really good and I 
can't wait to open a new milk cup 
that will help a lot of kids and 
adults get this milk in them. 

Howard starts presses a button on his voice mail machine and 
Howard starts listening to his voice mails. 

Howard starts listening to music and sharpening pencils. And 
the song "vibing Chrisphy Beats" starts playing the 
backgrounds. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

(V.O.)
And for some reason there was one 
pencil I couldn't sharpen...

All of a sudden the pencil sharpener gets really jammed up 
and really broken. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

What the hell?!...What the 
fuck?!....

Udderly keeps on sharpening the pencils and it keeps making a 
lot of jamming and broken sounds. 

Udderly pauses again and he goes to sharpen another one and 
suddenly, the pencil sharpener explodes and a lot of pencils 
shavings and pencil stuff goes blown into his face. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

Oh my fucking god!!!! What 
the?!....Jesus Christ!!!!! Oh my 
god!!!!! 

Howard falls off his chair and lands on the ground. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

Ah Shit!!!!!! 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

Oh that's the last time I'm going 
to get use pencils. I'm going to 
use pens from no on. Good 
lord!!!!!!!...
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HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

(V.O.)
And then all of a sudden someone 
started using a chain saw and 
cutting open my floor and they 
broke into my office. 

Udderely starts hearing the noises. 

RINO NOG HENCHMEN 1 
Alight you big fucking cow!!!! Get 
in the bad right now Our boss 
really wants you and if you try to 
escape we will shoot you and you 
will be shot!!!!! 

And the two thugs start coming really close to him. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Alright okay, okay, just please 
don't hurt me or my employees in 
this building and just please don't 
hurt my family I beg you. What the 
fuck?!....What is that awful 
sound?.....

Howard starts smelling and he starts smelling and he starts 
turning and he sees the feta cheese on the henchmen's feet. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

(V.O.)
And as they were coming after me, I 
started smelling something really 
awful and...it was rotten and 
really awful and really moldy fetta 
cheese and it caused me to pass out 
because of the smell and then they 
kidnapped me and they put me in 
stinky and really smelly bag and 
started making me William the Kid's 
headquarters. 

The rino henchmen start laughing and cracking up. 

RINO NOG HENCHMEN 1
Yeah man we are going to eat really 
good tonight and I can't wait to 
make this mother fucker into a 
triple cheeseburger and get rich 
and hopefully billy pays us well. 
Lets go man. 
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The rinos thugs leave and they pick up the bad and they start 
escaping through hole they cut open. And all of moo juice's 
employees start getting scarred and frighting and afraid of 
what is going on. And people in the building are making a lot 
of scarred remarks. 

RINO NOG HENCHMEN 2
If you call the cops on us, we will 
kidnap the ladies who work here and 
kidnap them and place them into 
chocolate milk swimming pool and 
freeze them into chocolate ice 
cream. And we will come back!!!!!

And they escape. 

FADE TO:

INT. SPY CROP HEADQUARTERS IN THE WATER - AFTERNOON - PRESENT

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Yeah it was just really awful and 
really terrible to be placed in bag 
and I felt like I was going to die 
and be placed in a meat grinder. 

SPY FOX
Yeah I'm really sorry to hear about 
all of that man. And yeah all of 
that sounds really bad really awful 
and really terrible and really 
horrible and it sounds like a 
living hell...But did you get any 
sort of information about William 
the Kid's evil plan or what ever? 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Well Foxy, I believe while I was 
kidnapped I memorize what William 
the Kid's plan and here is what I 
found. 

Udderely grabs a computer screen and brings it down and he 
grabs a remote and he starts the presentation. 
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HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY 
III (CONT'D)

Well the first thing I found out 
what was that William the Kid wants 
to get rid all of the dairy female 
cows that produce milk and then he 
wants to goats to replace female 
cows and then he wants to get rid 
of all cow milk forever. And then 
he also wants to put all the female 
dairy cows in prison make everyone 
drink goat and donkey milk or any 
sort of milk that is out there and 
William the Kid wants to have a 
monopoly on milk in general and 
take over the dairy world. 

SPY FOX
Ah Jesus Christ that's really awful 
and really terrible. And oh my god 
that is just fucking insane and 
just bat shit crazy. And my god 
what a fucking physio path. Is 
there anyway to stop this plan? 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
There actually is Fox. I actually 
have the plans to destroy the milky 
weapon of destruction. But here's 
the catch. 

SPY FOX
What's that? 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
I sadly ate it and it's in my 
stomach right now. 

SPY FOX
What?!....Ah God!!!! Dude what the 
fuck man?!...Why the hell would you 
eat a piece of paper. Jesus 
Christ!!!!! And sadly I don't have 
experience operating on people. 
Good fucking lord!!!! 
Just...Why?!...

Quack all of a sudden walks into the command center. 

PROFESSOR QUACK
Well it can't be that hard. Agent 
Fox I believe I have some extra gum 
that you can use. 
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Quack gives Spy Fox the X-ray gum 

PROFESSOR QUACK (CONT'D)
Yeah this should hopefully help. 
And I also got some other gadgets 
as well. 

SPY FOX
Thanks little ducky. 

Quack all of a sudden picks up a lot of blueprints and throws 
the blue prints at Spy Fox. And Spy Fox lands on his back. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Owwwwwwww!!!!! What the?!...The 
fuck was that for?!...

PROFESSOR QUACK
I'm not a little ducky idiot!!!! 
I'm a god damn professor!!!! You 
need to treat your elders with 
respect!!!!!

SPY FOX
But you are a little ducky...

PROFESSOR QUACK
No I am not and....God damn it!!!!! 

SPY FOX
What?!...

PROFESSOR QUACK
You...I mean...just...you...

SPY FOX
What I treat people with respect...

PROFESSOR QUACK
Yeah sure you do. It still explain 
that you went to prison and made a 
fucking fool out of yourself and 
behaved like an animal and you went 
to Miami and sneaked out and caused 
trouble and made a lot of damage 
and you parted with a lot of naked 
women on a nude beach and you drank 
like 900 billion beers and drove a 
boat under the influence of 
alchool. You have a lot of work do 
Fox....
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SPY FOX
I'm sorry i called you little 
ducky...

PROFESSOR QUACK
Go fuck yourself!!!!!!....

As Quack is walking back he starts working on another 
invention and it blows up and causes a lot of damage. 

And Quack screams and falls down and yells and he lands on a 
giant trampoline and a lot of yogurt falls on him. 

PROFESSOR QUACK (CONT'D)
God damn it....This kid....

CUT TO:

Spy Fox hanging out by Udderely. 

SPY FOX
Geez. Man socially I just can't 
catch a break from people. And I'm 
the one wearing this white tuxs. My 
lord!!!!...

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
You didn't go to college or 
graduate high school did you? 

SPY FOX
Ah no...before being a spy I was in 
prison for 3 years. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
What did you do? 

SPY FOX
Didn't you hear the duck? 

PROFESSOR QUACK
I'm a professor jack-ass!!!!! 

SPY FOX
I know....god!!!!! 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Well anyway, I got the X-ray gum 
and I'm just going wave it around 
your stomach and see if I can find 
the paper. And then I'm going to 
use my smart phone and take a photo 
and...that's it. 
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HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh okay just make it quick because 
I get really dissy and...

All of a sudden Udderely passes it out and lands on the 
floor. 

SPY FOX
Ah fuck!!!!!!!...

Spy Fox gets out the X-ray gum and Spy Fox starts waving the 
gum all over Uderely's body. 

And the song "Kane Train By Machinedrum" plays in the 
background. 

And Spy Fox makes a lot of grossed out sounds and he starts 
holding his mouth. 

Spy Fox finds the paper and Spy Fox gets out his smart phone 
and he takes a photo of the paper. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Alright I think I'm done man. 

HOWARD HUGH HEIFER UDDERLY III
Oh thank god!!!!!

And Udderely gets up and gets back on his feet. 

Quack comes back. 

PROFESSOR QUACK
Oh and here is your gadgets by the 
way and please don't make a fool 
out of yourself on your mission and 
please don't cause any trouble. 

SPY FOX
Oh thanks. Lets see I got an egg, I 
got some other gadgets or so. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Alright well I don't know what to 
use these for but I guess they will 
help. Thanks professor Quack. 

PROFESSOR QUACK
Your welcome. Now run along Fox and 
save the world and get the girl. 

SPY FOX
But what if I already like a girl? 
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PROFESSOR QUACK
You will figure it out. 

Spy Fox starts going into the elevator and the elevator 
starts going up. 

CUT TO:

EXT. ACIDOPHILUS - AFTERNOON

Spy Fox gets out of the elevator. 

SPY FOX
Geez. The only person in that so 
called command center that is nice 
to me is the fucking cow with the 
bow tie. Man I know that I went to 
prison and I have a record but come 
on...Man I wish there was something 
I could do to make Monkeypenny like 
me. Geez if anything she hates me 
more now then when I met her in 
high school. 

All of a sudden a macaw parrot. 

MACAW PARROT 
Heeeeeeey 
man...Squak!!!!!!!!...Want to see 
my tattoo?...I have a lot of them. 

And he shows Spy Fox a lot of his tattoos on his chest. 

Spy Fox makes a lot of crazy and silly and shocked faces. 

SPY FOX
What the hell?!....

Spy Fox sees more of the parrot's tattoos and he finally sees 
the last one. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Your mother must be so 
proud!!!!....

MACAW PARROT
Oh yeah I have a lot of tattoos. 
And someday when you are my age, 
you will have tattoos of your own. 

Spy Fox makes another shocked and confused and funny face.
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SPY FOX
My god this place is weird...

Spy Fox keeps on walking around and he gets back to the dock 
and he sees cruise ship. 

Spy Fox starts walking on board and he starts walking 
upstairs. But all of a sudden Spy Fox gets thrown off the 
boat and he lands in the water. And Spy Fox climbs up the 
dock. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Ah man I smell like sea-weed and 
piss. 

Spy Fox presses a button on his spy watch and a hoose comes 
out of the water and starts spraying clean water at him and 
also some soap. And another arm picks him up and starts 
cleaning him and his white tuxedo. And Spy Fox is all clean. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Alright well that actually helped. 
Well I better go find an invitation 
to that place and very soon. 

Spy Fox keeps on walking around and he goes into the cantina. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox walks in and he goes to the bar. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
You guys have any booze that I can 
drink right now? Cause I sure need 
it. 

All of a sudden a beautiful and gorgeous and very stunning 
female brown bear. 

BEA BEAR 
Tough day sweetie pie? 

SPY FOX
Sadly yes. Most of my co workers 
hate me and can't stand me. And I 
have a huge assignment to do as 
well. 

BEA BEAR
Well I'm sorry to hear that little 
fox. Well I'll give you a margarita 
or something. Say, where did you 
get the tuxs? 
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SPY FOX
I have to wear it all times. 

BEA BEAR
Oh well you look really handsome 
really dashing and really sexy and 
suave. 

SPY FOX
Oh thank you. What's your name? 

BEA BEAR
I'm Bea Bear, and you? 

SPY FOX
The names Fox...Spy Fox...and...oh 
okay I can't do this anymore...My 
name is not Spy Fox, I'm Spencer 
and my last name is Fox. 

BEA BEAR
You can be Spy Fox if you want. You 
can be anything you set your mind 
to sweetie. 

SPY FOX
And then I'm also having woman 
trouble as well. There is this girl 
and she is a monkey and I like her 
but she doesn't like me back. And I 
don't know what to do. 

BEA BEAR
Listen sugar fox, just do what you 
need to do and she will like you 
because you accomplished something. 

SPY FOX
Alright I guess I will do that. I'm 
also kinda hungry as well. 

BEA BEAR
Oh well I will get you something to 
eat. Does some Greek food sound 
good? 

SPY FOX
Ah why not at this point. 

FADE TO:

Spy Fox starts eating some Greek and also drinking a beer. 
And Spy Fox is laying his head on the table. 
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And a green gecko sees Spy Fox wasted. 

JOHNNY GECKO 
Man dude that's a lot of food and a 
lot of booze buddy. 

SPY FOX
I know man. 

As Spy Fox is laying down at the table he sees a sliver goat 
walk in with a blue kitty cat. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Ah shit!!!!!....

And he starts walking over to a pig wearing a white suit and 
tie. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG 
William, good to see you. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Good to see you Artmice, Shall we 
have a drink? 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Oh yes for sure. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Artmice have you meet my associate 
and girlfriend Russian Blue?

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Well I haven't. It's pleasure to 
meet you Ms. Blue. 

RUSSIAN BLUE 
It's a pleasure to meet you 
Artmice. 

WILLIAM THE KID
I hope everything is going 
according to plan one getting the 
cows and building a new milk 
company that makes goat milk and 
makes new booze as well and we will 
be rich and there will nobody that 
can stop us. And I will enjoy 
making fun of people who are not as 
well off and our losers and people 
who still live with their parents 
and have no social skills and are 
not in the fancy crowd what so 
ever.

(MORE)
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
And will never get married or get 
anything socially. And only us rich 
can get real milk and everyone else 
will have to get goat or snake or 
other animal milk. And we will have 
a monopoly. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Oh I love the sound of that. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG (CONT'D)
Why don't we play some cards? 

WILLIAM THE KID
Oh I would love that Artmice. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox is sitting down and he finally gets up. And Fox 
slowly gets up. 

SPY FOX
Well I guess I will get out of here 
while I can. 

As Fox gets up, William's eyes gets big and sees Fox. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Waiter get us some drinks. 

Spy Fox turns back. 

SPY FOX
I'm not a waiter but okay. 

Spy Fox goes into the back and he starts looking for some 
alchool and he grabs some. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox comes back with some random drinks and sets them 
down. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Ah yeah I hope you guys like the 
drinks. I'm heading out. 

William notices Fox's face. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Wait a minute don't I know you from 
somewhere?...
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William's eyes start zooming into Fox's face and William 
starts flash backing. 

As Fox starts to leave and all of a sudden, some of the NOG 
thugs in suits trip Spy Fox and they grab and slam him into 
the water and one of them punches Spy Fox in the face. 

And they force Spy Fox on a chair and they start tieing up. 
And Spy Fox starts trying to get free and he starts grunting 
in pain. 

The chair gets dragged and Fox comes face to face. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Oh he is all tied up William. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Good. I know those were not my 
favorite drinks to drink when I'm 
here visiting my NOG headquarters 
here in Greece. But I swear I know 
you from somewhere. 

Spy Fox starts starts breathing heavily and William the kid 
gets up and looks at him very closely and starts sniffing. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Jesus you smell like booze and 
pancakes...wait...

William lifts up his glass patch. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
.......ah yes I know who you are 
now...your that kid that was 
talking to me and annoying me when 
I was in Miami 4 years ago. And the 
last I saw you were wearing normal 
high school kid clothes and with 
that one friend of your that was 
rabbit. And now your just some 
waiter who is loser and probably 
still lives with mommy and daddy 
and probably is on vacation with 
them because he can't afford to go 
to places by himself and is single 
and has no girlfriend and has no 
social skills. What a waste of a 
human being and piece of shit you 
are!!!!!!!!....And nobody loves you 
or cares about you and your a 
fucking loser!!!!!! 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Check his wallet and see if he has 
ID? 

The thugs kick Spy Fox to the ground and start searching him. 

NOG THUG 2
Boss we found something. 

And they hand it to William and he looks at it. And the other 
thugs start digging things up. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Interesting sounds about right. 
Spencer Fox. Age 22 years old, from 
New Hampshire. Never graduated High 
School and went to prison for 4 
years for damage and public nudity 
and drinking under-age. Hello 
Spencer, it's been a very long 
time...

SPY FOX
I thought I was nothing to 
you...And that I'm a piece of 
shit!!!!!...

WILLIAM THE KID
You are nothing to me boy. But I'm 
surprised you are here in Greece by 
yourself when most young men can't 
afford a plane ticket and still 
live with their parents. I bet 
yours are very dissapointed in you 
and are ashamed of you and nobody 
cares about you cause your loser 
and your worthless Spencer. 

NOG THUG 2
Yeah why don't you go back home to 
your mommy and daddy and cry to 
them and have them tell you your 
special when you are not little 
boy!!!!!! And how does it feel that 
you have no social life. 

Some of the thugs start laughing at him and mocking him. 

NOG THUG 1
Look at this ass-hat wearing his 
white tuxedo and thinking he is 
sophisticated when he is really 
not.

(MORE)
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NOG THUG 1 (CONT'D)
Did you buy that tux at party city 
because you can't afford to buy a 
real tux and can't afford to move 
out!!!!! 

The thugs keep laughing at him at Spy Fox grunts and tries to 
get free. 

WILLIAM THE KID
You have nowhere to run Spencer. 
And it's time you paid the penalty 
for being a loser and having no one 
take you seriously. And I'm going 
to give you huge ass-whopping like 
your daddy gave you. 

William grabs Spy Fox and throws him into the kitchen and Spy 
Fox tries to get back on his feet. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox hears pigs coming at him and pig 
thugs start beating him and punching him and kicking him in 
the face. 

Spy Fox grunts and gets really angry and throws some punches 
and kicks and one of the thug shoves Fox on to a stove and 
shoves him against a burner. 

Spy Fox starts grunting and trying to get free. 

SPY FOX
Get the fuck out of me!!!!!!....

PIG THUG 1 
Oh we will Foxy boy, you know it's 
not wise to travel our seas by 
yourself kid especially when you 
don't live on your own and your not 
a real adult and when other people 
are better then you. Because people 
that are better then you will 
always put you in your place. 

The thug grabs Spy Fox and shoves his head against an oven. 
And hits in the head with a pot. 

And Artmice shows up. 
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ARTMICE J BIGPIG
And also Mr. Fox, it's too bad you 
don't have enough money to get a 
good woman because I have a lot of 
women in my pen house and and your 
family should of taught you how to 
have better civilized manners and 
social skills. 

Artmice grabs Spy Fox and shoves him against the wall and Fox 
throws more punches and kicks and Artmice grabs his cane and 
hits Spy Fox in the head and whacks him in the stomach. And 
shoves him to the ground beaten up. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG (CONT'D)
Stay down. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Thank you Artmice, I'll take it 
from here...

Spy Fox is beaten up and he is trying to get up. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
What a pathetic and a worthless and 
stupid and dirty and uncivilized 
and low social skilled young man 
you truly are. And probably don't 
know how to talk to women either 
and you have nothing and no money, 
and no girlfriend and are a loser. 

William sees Fox coughing out blood. And William comes up to 
him and grabs him by the chin and shoves him against the 
wall. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(angry yelling)

LOOK AT ME WHEN I'M TALKING TO YOU. 
DID YOU FUCKING HEAR A WORD I SAID 
TO YOU!!!!!!!!!?....Mentally 
retarded fagot!!!! Probably had a 
disability and is socially weak. 

Spy Fox doesn't say anything. 

SPY FOX
(weak voice)

You know something Billy.....when I 
was in high school...I thought you 
were cool and I wanted socialize 
with you that day.

(MORE)
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SPY FOX (CONT'D)
But I think if I found out anything 
more about you it's that your 
fucking a dick head!!!!!! And that 
you are nothing but an asshole and 
prick!!!! And you are snobby and 
entitled and very elitist douche 
bag and is hypocrite on almost 
everything and you are hairy cunt 
as well!!!!!!!!....

WILLIAM THE KID
What did you say about me?!...

SPY FOX
(weak voice)

I said you are an asshole and you 
are snobby and are a douche-bag and 
your a dick!!!!! And you are 
nothing but smelly filth!!!!!

William gets really angry and really heated and full of rage 
and he grabs a metal shove and hits Spy Fox in the head and 
hits him in the stomach with a shovel and knocks him out. 

William begins to do an evil smile. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Well sounds like the little fox 
will be crying home to his mommy 
and daddy and walk home like a 
destroyed and wounded little puppy 
and go back to living with them and 
being a loser and being an outcast 
in society. 

William begins to laugh. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA..
.AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA...BRUAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHHAHAHAHA!!
!!!!! 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
So long Mr. Fox....

William begins to leave and William spits on Fox as he 
leaves. 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Lets go!!!!!...

William the Kid and Russian Blue and the other thugs leave 
the Cantina and Bea Bear rushes to the kitchen and sees Fox 
knocked out. 

BEA BEAR
It's okay baby I got you. Somebody 
call an ambulance. 

CUT TO:

Fox is on a stretcher and Fox is being taken to an ambulance 
and he gets placed in the car. And they start taking him. 

GREEK DOCTOR 1 
We need to give him some medicine, 
his body is failing and bleeding 
really bad. 

Fox keeps on opening and his closing his eyes. 

FADE TO BLACK.

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM IN GREECE - MORNING

Spy Fox starts to wake up really slowly and he is in a 
hospital gown. 

SPY FOX
Ah Jesus what happened?

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Oh my god my head. 

All of a sudden Quack and Monkeypenny show up. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Ah Fucking hell!!!!!....

MONKEYPENNY
Are you okay Fox? 

SPY FOX
Oh no what happen? Did I fail at 
being a secret agent and is the 
world blown up and there is no milk 
no more?!...
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PROFESSOR QUACK
No there is still time, you were 
only knocked out for one day. How 
are you feeling? 

SPY FOX
Unfortunately I feel like dog shit 
and I also feel really sore and 
really broken and I can't even feel 
my body and I feel really numb and 
Jesus Christ...That William The Kid 
guy is one...bad...and awful and 
really terrible and horrible and 
really unclassy and really evil 
human being. And he is cocky and 
arrogant as hell and thinks he 
knows everything and will make fun 
of you and is not afraid to bully 
people that are less. And he is one 
mean little goat. Hell I think one 
of his horns cut me as well. 

MONKEYPENNY
Well that's why he is known as that 
Spy Fox. But we don't have much 
time Fox, we have to get up, get 
your tux back on and I'll give you 
some more information especially 
with Russian Blue. 

SPY FOX
Russian Blue? 

MONKEYPENNY
Just get dressed and I'll tell you 
everything Fox. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox has another white tuxedo and he is sitting down. 

And Monkeypenny puts on the TV. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Alright, this is Russian Blue and 
she is William the Kid's girlfriend 
and also the owner of a cruise ship 
called the SS Dead weight and she 
is committed a lot of crimes for 
William the Kid over the years and 
she has more of a record then you 
do Fox. And she stole a lot of 
items in major 1st world countries.

(MORE)
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MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
But you have to be-careful she also 
loves to get crazy and she also 
loves to tango but in a very 
unhealthy way. And she kills her 
victims by dancing the tango. 

SPY FOX
Well with how beautiful and really 
gorgeous and really stunning and 
really powerful she is. She sounds 
like a girl I would want to dance 
with. 

MONKEYPENNY
But she is also really dangerous as 
well Fox. And she has information 
on how we are going to get to the 
NOG headquarters. Also, there some 
other agents that help you. 

SPY FOX
Oh that sounds great. Who? 

MONKEYPENNY
The first one is Walter Wirless. 

All of a sudden a small little flea starts coming towards 
them. 

WALTER WIRLESS 
Hello Spy Fox, I'm going to help 
track Russian Blue and also track 
William the Kid. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay, well I guess I can 
keep you in my pocket for a little 
bit intel I come up with a way to 
get on the SS dead-weight since I 
did get thrown off the ship. 

WALTER WIRLESS
No worries. 

All of a sudden Walter goes inside Spy Fox's jacket pocket. 

SPY FOX
And who is the other one? 

All of a sudden a female giraffe with long blonde hair shows 
up. 
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MATTA HAIRY 
Agent Fox I'm Matta Hairy, I'm 
sorry about what happen to you. But 
yeah I'll be keeping an eye on you 
through out the island and I will 
also help you on picking up codes 
to get in anywhere. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay. Thanks. Well, I guess 
I better go. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets out of the hospital. And Spy Fox hides behind a 
wall and he see William the Kid into the office building. And 
Spy Fox sees Russian Blue going on to the ship. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Well I better find a way to get on 
board. 

Spy Fox starts browsing around and he goes to the stand 
selling stuff. 

And Spy Fox sees a white rabbit with eye glasses. 

GILBERT 
Hey man is there anything you want 
to buy? 

SPY FOX
Ah no man I'm just looking around. 
Yo buddy, what do you know about 
the SS dead-weight party? 

GILBERT
Yeah man I'm actually going once I 
get off work. Do you want to take a 
look at it. 

SPY FOX
Yeah sure man. 

Gilbert takes out his invitation. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Oh man that looks really good man. 
You know...now that I think 
about...I actually would love 
something from your store. I will 
have the helicopter hat. 
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GILBERT
Sure I will get it for you man. 

Gilbert gets up and he tries to get the item a couple of 
times. 

And as Gilbert is trying to get the item, Spy Fox looks 
around and he all of a sudden gets out his spy puddy gadget 
and he opens up the egg and places the puddy on to the 
invitation and the puddy turns into paper and Spy Fox grabs 
the copy of paper and puts the copy in his coat pocket. 

GILBERT (CONT'D)
Oh forget it man. 

Gilbert goes back to his stand. 

GILBERT (CONT'D)
Sorry man I'm just really short. 

SPY FOX
Ah no worries man. It's all good. 

Spy Fox leaves the stand and he starts heading to the SS dead 
weight. 

Spy Fox gets to the entrance and he shows the door man his 
invitation and walks in. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SS DEAD-WEIGHT DECK PARTY - AFTERNOON

Spy Fox gets to the party and he starts looking around. 

SPY FOX
Oh man a fancy party. Oh damn. Oh 
this is really fantastic and 
amazing. Man when I was in high 
school and I was a kid, I was never 
invited anywhere that was fancy. 
But anyway I gotta stay focused 
Fox. 

Fox starts eating some snacks and drinking some alcoholic 
drinks. 

Spy Fox keeps on looking around the ship and he goes into a 
couple of rooms. 

Spy Fox all of a sudden finds a book full of classical music 
and he finds this song called "the tango" 
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Spy Fox takes a picture of the song and the notes on it. 

And Spy Fox even takes a picture of it. 

Spy Fox gets out of the room and he starts hanging around 
Russian Blue notices him from far away. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Hello Mr. Fox, I have been 
expecting you. 

SPY FOX
Oh hey, it's a huge pleasure to 
meet you and I love your dress and 
your style. And you look extremely 
beautiful and very stunning. My 
name's Fox...Spy Fox. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Russian Blue. I am the owner of the 
SS dead-weight and public relations 
for NOG. And I have never seen you 
on this island before or on my 
ship. Where you from Mr. Fox? 

SPY FOX
Ah New Hampshire. I know it's not a 
very populated state and nobody 
really goes there in the states. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh your American. Well it's not 
very often I get Americans that 
come on my ship. And for fury fox 
your really attractive and really 
handsome. 

SPY FOX
Ah why thank you Ms. Blue. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Have you ever been to Russia Mr. 
Fox? 

SPY FOX
Ah no coming here is the like the 
first time I have ever traveled 
over-seas ever in my life. But then 
again I sadly did go to prison for 
4 years because of stupid things I 
did back when I was 18. 
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RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh well you don't like trash to me 
Foxy. 

RUSSIAN BLUE (CONT'D)
Oh I would love to dance with you 
as well. 

SPY FOX
Oh yeah we will dance for sure 
sweetie. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
But there is one song that I will 
dance to and that is the tango. And 
it's because it's romantic and nice 
and really classy and really grand. 

SPY FOX
Oh well you know I have never 
danced the tango with any girl 
before. I mean I did in my music 
class in high school but the girl 
that I danced with wasn't really 
good and not as pretty as you are. 
Holy shit you are are beautiful. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
So are you Mr. Fox. You are a very 
beautiful and very handsome and 
very dashing red fox. 

Russian blue walks over to the conductor and he starts 
playing the tango song. And Russian Blue walks over to Spy 
Fox and they start slow dancing on the boat. 

Spy Fox and Russian Blue start slow dancing and Spy Fox does 
a lot of slow dancing moves. 

As Spy Fox is dancing with Russian Blue. Spy Fox enters a 
dream sequence in his head. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SS DEAD-WEIGHT DECK PARTY - DREAM SEQUENCE - AFTERNOON

Spy Fox and Russian Blue start slow dancing in the dream 
sequence. 

And Spy Fox lowers Russian Blue and spins her around and Spy 
Fox grabs her legs. 

And the original Alone by Halsey plays in the dream sequence. 
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Spy Fox keeps on dancing with Russian Blue and Spy Fox keeps 
on day dreaming. And the sequence goes to Spy Fox and Russian 
Blue slow dancing on a random beach. 

Russian Blue hugs Spy Fox and Russian Blue is butt naked and 
she lifts her one of her feet. 

Spy Fox starts making out with Russian Blue on the beach and 
she starts making out with Fox on the beach. 

Spy Fox smiles at Russian Blue and the sunset is beaming on 
them. 

FADE TO:

Spy Fox and Russian Blue go skinny dipping into the ocean and 
they start swimming in the ocean. And Spy Fox and Russian 
Blue start making out in the water. And Russian Blue hugs and 
touches Spy Fox. 

As Spy Fox is making out with Russian Blue, Spy Fox starts 
flash backing to all the memories in his head and when he was 
in high school. 

And Spy Fox is with Russian Blue he starts thinking about 
Monkeypenny. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox in reality and keeps on slow dancing with Russian 
Blue on the SS dead-weight and they keep on doing more slow 
dancing dance moves. And they keep moving around. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox back in his head and in the dream sequence. And Spy 
Fox is with Russian Blue on the beach and they are both 
naked. 

And all of a sudden Monkeypenny she appears in the dream 
sequence and Monekeypenny starts walking towards Spy Fox butt 
naked. 

Spy Fox smiles and Monkeypenny falls into Spy Fox's arm. 

In the dream sequence Spy Fox has a threesome with both 
Monkeypenny and Russian Blue. And Spy Fox is flirting and 
touching Monkeypenny and Russian Blue and making out with 
both of them. 

FADE TO:

Spy Fox ends in a giant Pancake palace that is really tall 
and big. 
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Spy Fox starts walking towards Monkeypenny and Russian Blue 
and they are both butt naked in the bedroom and they both are 
wearing whipped cream biknis with a lot of sweet toppings. 

Spy Fox starts kissing both of them and eating the sweets off 
their bodies. 

Spy Fox keeps on making out with booth of them. And all of a 
sudden a lot of chocolate syrup falls on them. And 
Monkeypenny and Russian Blue start kissing Spy Fox and eating 
some sweets off his body. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox back in reality and keeps on dancing with Russian 
Blue and they are in the last part of the dance and as 
Russian Blue is hugging Spy Fox, Spy Fox slowly opens his 
jacket and in slow motion, Walter Wireless jumps out of Spy 
Fox's white tuxedo and he is flying in the air and he para-
shoots into Russian's blue tuxedo. 

Spy Fox keeps on dancing with Russian Blue and slow dancing 
with her. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox back in his dream sequence and he is with Russian 
Blue and Monkeypenny. 

Spy Fox closes his eyes in the dream sequence and keeps on 
thinking about his memories in his head. And he starts 
dreaming about an alternative life had he not went to prison. 

Spy Fox starts falling down and he lands in another dream 
area and it's back at his house in New Hampshire and Spy Fox 
starts walking around with normal clothes on and he sees his 
younger version of himself as a kid. 

STACY FOX 
Alright Spencer time to go to 
school...

YOUNG SPENCER FOX 
Okay mom. 

Spy Fox keeps on looking around. 

YOUNG SPENCER FOX (CONT'D)
Mom when I grow up, I want to 
handsome and really dashing and I 
want to be just like those heroes 
on TV. 
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SAM FOX 
Oh well that's great son. Just do 
well in school and everything will 
be okay. We love you Spencer. 

YOUNG SPENCER FOX
I love you too dad. 

Spy Fox keeps on looking around and he starts to see really 
bad stuff happen when he was little and him not doing good in 
school. And him getting held back. 

Spy Fox keeps on going down memory lane and seeing more bad 
things and Spy Fox getting expelled and him getting into 
trouble. And girls rejecting him left and right in junior 
high and high school. 

And also how his parents didn't really have much. 

And also other memories where Spy Fox was visiting some 
friends that were going to big time colleges in his junior 
year. And Spencer is with friends and dropping them off. 

Spy Fox also starts seeing parts of his past where he is 
getting into fights and arguments with his parents. 

And Spencer runs up to his room and more bad stuff happens 
and Spencer slams the door and Spencer starts crying. 

SAM FOX
Spencer open the door right 
now!!!!!! 

And Spy Fox sees where everything went wrong with him and 
sees his high school self escaping from the house and sees 
himself steeling a car in his neighborhood. 

RANDOM NEIGHBOR 1 
Hey that's my car. That's it I'm 
calling the police!!!!!!...

Spencer steels the car and goes to hangout with other people 
that are not so good and stays up late and parties. 

And Spy Fox sees all of this. And feels really sad. 

And Spy Fox sees more of his past as he skips school and 
hangs around New Hampshire. And also sees himself in 
detention like crazy and always causing trouble in there and 
even throws an object at the dean 

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Hey what the?!...
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SPENCER FOX
Fuck you Shit-head!!!!! You don't 
control shit and I'm out of here 
and try to stop me. 

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
You leave here Spencer. And I will 
call your parents!!!! And you will 
be expelled once again!!!! 

SPENCER FOX
Well Good Because this school and 
this town sucks!!!!!!!

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Spencer Fox you are nothing but a 
trouble maker and a delinquent and 
you have no brains and you are not 
smart and you no future what so 
ever!!!!!! And you will always be a 
loser and you will never advance in 
society with that behavior!!!!! 

SPENCER FOX
Fuck you old man!!!!

Spencer causes more trouble in the dream sequence and Spencer 
throws more things at the dean and knocks him out and 
escapes. 

And Spy Fox sees his younger self getting arrested and then 
sees the events that happened in Miami and getting arrested 
by the Miami police department and the feds. 

And sees his past self behind bars. And Spy Fox starts to 
feel really sad and really bad and awful about all the things 
that he did. 

FADE TO:

Spy Fox back in reality and Spy Fox and Russian Blue stop 
slow dancing. 

And Russian Blue kisses him on the lips and on the check. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh wow you are a very amazing 
dancer Mr. Fox But I think it's 
time for you and to go somewhere 
else and somewhere that's a little 
bit more private and so that we can 
be together. 
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And as she says that, the SS dead-weight begins to leave the 
dock. And starts to sail. 

CUT TO:

Russian Blue with Spy Fox on the boat. 

RUSSIAN BLUE (CONT'D)
And I will also give you a really 
good time in my suite as well. 

SPY FOX
Oh you know I would love that girl. 
But are you sure that I'm even 
allowed up there? 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh you are Foxy. 

Russian Blue grabs Spy Fox's hands and they start going up to 
her suite and they start making out in her suite. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox and Russian Blue start having sex in a king size bed 
and they are making out. 

SPY FOX
Oh man I have to say out of 
everything. This has to be the most 
crazyist thing I have ever done.

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh I'm glad that you say that. 
Because I want more wine. 

SPY FOX
Oh yeah sure I'll get sweetie pie. 

Spy Fox gets up butt naked and he goes to get some wine and 
other alcohol. 

As Fox is getting alchool, he opens the door and he grabs a 
glass bottle of wine and he turns around and all of a sudden 
he sees William the Kid. And Fox is shocked and scarred out 
of his mind. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Good evening Mr. Fox. 

Fox is about to turn around and Spy Fox tries to punch 
William the Kid in the face but William grabs Spy Fox's fist 
really hard and Spy Fox tries to punch William in the 
stomach.
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And William the kid kicks Spy Fox in the face and scratches 
him and stabs him with his goat horns and throws him against 
an alchool case and more NOG thugs come and they are white 
panther thugs and they have ZMG guns in their hands. 

Spy Fox tries to escape but Russian Blue gets out of bed and 
grabs Spy Fox really hard. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Unfortunately there is no where to 
run Mr. Fox and very soon you will 
be captured and I will lock you in 
Russia for the rest of your life. 
But I did love the sex that we had 
young man. 

Russian Blue electrocutes Spy Fox and punches him in the face 
and knocks him to the ground. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Good work Russian Blue. 

Spy Fox starts to slowly get up and William the Kid grabs Spy 
Fox's face. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Ah what a shame a handsome and 
dashing and suave and powerful 
young man needs to die in the 
ocean. Give up Spencer. My evil 
plan will be the way of the dairy 
world future. 

SPY FOX
Well that's a really insane and 
really awful future. And I for one 
am not going to drink or consume 
goat milk or snake milk or donkey 
milk or what ever fucking milk your 
company is going to produce!!!!! 
And sadly even though my spy crop 
team-mates don't like me, they know 
everything about your evil plan. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Everything you say. I doubt that. 
You really want to bet on that. 

William the Kid grabs Spy Fox's face and hold his face close 
to his sharp goat horns 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Take a good look Mr. Fox, with my 
horns I can stab you and kill you 
and then throw you into the ocean 
and no one will ever care that you 
were even alive. 

SPY FOX
Well your wrong Willy boy. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox picks up a fire wood metal stick and 
all of a sudden Spy Fox whacks William the kid in the face 
with fire place metal stick. 

William the Kid yells in extreme pain and Spy Fox picks up 
some kitchen knives and throws the knives at the white 
panther thugs and stabs them and kills them. 

And Spy Fox picks up a pirate sword and fights William the 
Kid with sword and throws some sword attacks at him. And 
William the kid dodges the sword attacks. 

William the Kid protects himself with his goat horns and body 
slams Spy Fox in the ground and kicks him in the face while 
he is on the ground and grabs Spy Fox by the neck and starts 
chocking him really hard. 

And Spy Fox tries to get free. 

WILLIAM THE KID
You know Spencer, before I met you 
all those years ago in Miami...I 
have killed losers and people who 
were out-casted in society and some 
people were homeless and young 
people who still didn't find their 
way in life, and didn't have 
anything and people that wanted to 
be at the top but just 
couldn't...And I really enjoyed 
killing those people. Just like I'm 
going to enjoy killing you tonight. 

SPY FOX
You mean you killed people who were 
less then you and just laughed at 
them as they died and got beaten up 
by you and the rest of society. 
What the fuck is wrong with 
you?!....And also you have a lot 
arrogant and narcissistic and cocky 
and ignorant rage and you just want 
to control everything and control 
people. 
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WILLIAM THE KID
Oh don't be so silly Spencer. Even 
with that tuxedo and you looking 
fancy. Your still that stupid and 
low IQ and low social skilled dumb 
high school kid that I ran into in 
that bar with that stupid rabbit 
friend of yours. And I don't regret 
making fun of you and calling you 
names and telling you how much of a 
loser you were and still are. 

William the Kid throws Spy Fox against the wall and knocks 
him out. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Tie him up and throw him into the 
sea. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SS DEAD-WEIGHT SHIP DECK - NIGHT

Spy Fox is tied on to a giant rock and he is butt naked. And 
Spy Fox tries to get free. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Ah don't be so sad little Spencer. 
You weren't going to win anyway, 
and also your just a kid and a 
really bid stupid and low IQ kid 
that will never get anywhere. And 
nobody cares about and no girl 
truly loves you. 

SPY FOX
I think someone like you should die 
in hell and die in a burning fire. 

William the kid gets really angry and really pissed off and 
grabs metal lamp and hits Spy Fox in the face with a lamp and 
knocks him out out. 

WILLIAM THE KID
That should shut up you up for the 
last time. And should help you 
learn to treat your elders and 
people who are better then you some 
god damn fucking respect!!!!!!!! 
Dumb little child!!!!!! Throw him 
over Now!!!!!!! 

Spy Fox gets up and sees Russian Blue. 
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RUSSIAN BLUE
Good bye Mr. Fox, And I just had 
sex with you so that William can 
get you know and give him your 
location. I never really loved you. 
But did love your body and your 
penis and because you looked good. 

SPY FOX
Oh my god you stupid Russian bitch. 
I really should of known. Your no 
different from all the girls that 
rejected me and said no to me in 
high school. And you know....you 
are just not a nice person and you 
are just evil!!!!!!...

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh I am. And like William, I will 
always use and kill people even 
people like you and dumb Americans 
like you as well. And it's 
laughable that you were from a 
small state like New Hampshire. 
That's what made all of this so 
possible and how you are a loser 
and you will never get a woman as 
beautiful as me. But since you are 
going to die soon. I will give you 
a good bye kiss. 

Russian Blue all of a sudden smooches Spy Fox for a little 
bit and touches his shoulders. 

RUSSIAN BLUE (CONT'D)
And this is how I say good bye in 
Russia. Good bye Mr. Fox...

Russian Blue leaves and all of a sudden William the Kid walks 
over to Spy Fox tied up. 

WILLIAM THE KID
And this is how we say good bye in 
England and in the UK Mr. Fox....

All of a sudden William the Kid does a very pissed off and 
angry face and all of a sudden heat butts Spy Fox and punches 
him in the face 9 times and kicks him in the stomach. And Spy 
Fox yells and grunts in pain. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
What a pathetic and low IQ-ed and 
low social skilled and weak and 
small little puppy you are...
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And all of a sudden the rock falls down into the ocean and 
Spy Fox starts to sink and tries to keep hold his breath for 
a long time. 

CUT TO:

William the Kid and Russian Blue are on the SS-dead-weight. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
So long and good bye little 
Spencer....

And William the Kid and Russian Blue all of a sudden go 
inside of a helicopter and the helicopter takes off and goes 
into the sky. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox is in the water and he starts drowning and making 
drowning noises. 

And Spy Fox starts going deeper and deeper into the water. 

And more parts of Alone plays softly in the background. 

Spy Fox starts losing air in his body and he keeps flash 
backing and all the memories hanging out with Ralley. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox is in the water and all of a sudden a ship appears 
above the surface and a rope appears and Mata hairy shows up 
in a scuba suit and she uses a gadget and breaks the rock. 

And she grabs Spy Fox and she starts swim back to the 
surface. And she puts him on the boat and she starts doing 
CPR on him. 

MATTA HAIRY
Come on wake up Fox...

All of a sudden Spy Fox starts coughing out water. And Spy 
Fox sees Matta Hairy. 

SPY FOX
Oh thanks. Thank you...

MATTA HAIRY
You don't have to thank me. I knew 
you were in trouble and I found 
this guy with a boat and we 
fallowed the SS dead-weight and 
your spy watch can track your 
location even if you take it off. 
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CAPTAIN DRYDOCK 
You okay son? We all saw the fall 
and you on the rock and you have a 
lot of guts and you are a tough 
kid. 

SPY FOX
Yeah I'm okay. And thank you guys.

Spy Fox's spy watch starts ringing and Spy Fox answers the 
watch. 

MONKEYPENNY
Spy Fox are okay? 

SPY FOX
Yeah I'm okay Monkeypenny and I'm 
ready to go after William the Kid 
and stop them and stop all of this 
goat milk madness once and for all. 
And I for one, there is no way in 
fucking hell I am going to drink 
goat milk or soy milk or snake milk 
and I'm ready to put my foot in 
William the kid's little goat and 
hairy ass and put him in fucking 
place. And I'm done playing nice. 

MONKEYPENNY
Good that's the spirit. I love that 
energy. Anyway here is Walter. 

The spy watch cuts to Walter. And Walter is in Russian Blue's 
purse. 

WALTER WIRLESS
Spy Fox I'm inside Russian Blue's 
purse and from what I see they are 
above the island and they are 
entering someone where and that the 
helicopter has landed. 

Walter sees that the helicopter lands on the ground and all 
of a sudden Walter is grabbed and Russian Blue throws him on 
the ground. And the watch goes on stand by. 

And Monkeypenny appears on the watch again. 

MONKEYPENNY
Alright Spy Fox once you get back 
to the island, Quack has prepared 
you your care and you need to find 
William the Kid's secret fortress. 
Monkeypenny out. 
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SPY FOX
Wait, wait, Monkeypenny once we 
get...Ah never mind, I'll ask her 
later. We gotta get back to the 
island. 

CAPTAIN DRYDOCK
Yeah sure thing kid. 

Drydock starts driving the boat really fast and getting back 
to the island. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets off the boat and he starts running to the main 
area of the island and he sees the car quack made for him. 

And the car opens up and grabs Spy Fox. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox is in the car and he starts up the car and Spy Fox 
starts driving the car really fast and car takes off. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox starts driving on the road and all of a sudden he has 
a lot of bigpig's pig thugs and white panther and jaguar 
thugs start chasing him and they start shooting at him and 
firing a lot of weapons. 

Spy Fox is driving and he starts pressing a couple of buttons 
and Spy Fox starts firing a lot of machine gun bullets and 
flame thrower and other weaponry in the car. 

Spy Fox keeps on going really fast on the road and Spy Fox 
takes a lot of sharp turns and going in a lot of directions. 

Spy Fox presses more buttons and Spy Fox's car starts going 
through a lot of bricks and other things that are blocking 
him on the road. 

Spy Fox keeps on going fast and more thugs and bad guys are 
chasing him and they keep firing at him and damaging the car. 

Spy Fox keeps on going fast on the road in Greece and Spy Fox 
keeps firing a lot of machine guns and flame throwers and 
missiles out of the car. 

Spy Fox gets into a big time car fight on the road with the 
thugs. And Alone is playing in the background in a very high 
rate. 
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Spy Fox starts spinning the car around in circles and firing 
more weaponry. 

And more thugs are firing at him like crazy. Spy Fox presses 
another button and a lot of explosions and the whole road and 
area is catching on fire. And some of the thugs are killed 
from the explosion. 

And more thugs come and Spy Fox keeps on driving and throwing 
more bullets and missiles and flames at the cars. And Spy Fox 
keeps on driving and making sharp turns. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets another road and he keeps on driving and more 
thugs are chasing him and Spy Fox's car goes off the road and 
lands in the water and Spy Fox's car jumps out of the water 
and goes back on the road. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox finally gets to the entrance and the NOG thugs are 
surrounding him and they star firing at him like crazy. And 
the car starts taking a lot of hits and damage and a lot of 
pounding. 

Spy Fox is pounded and beaten a lot of weaponry and Spy Fox 
grunt his teeth in anger and a rocket launcher comes out of 
the car and starts firing rockets at the car and causing more 
explosions and more damage and some of the area is on fire. 

And the thugs are yelling in pain and Fox opens the door and 
he starts running up to the entrance as more explosions are 
happening and some of the area is caught on fire. 

Spy Fox gets to the entrance and sees the Greek symbols. 

Spy Fox starts talking into his spy watch. 

SPY FOX
Ah does anybody know to open this 
door? 

MATTA HAIRY
Yeah I think I have a password that 
was written in a fortune cookie and 
it's called the strong purple 
diamond. 

SPY FOX
Alright okay, I will see if I can 
find the symbols get this door to 
open. 
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Spy Fox starts looking around and he starts see the symbols 
and he starts pressing them in order. 

And all of a sudden the door begins to open. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Alright guys I'm going in. 

Spy Fox all of a sudden goes into the fortress. 

CUT TO:

INT. WILLIAM THE KID'S SECRET FORTRESS - NIGHT

Spy Fox starts walking into the fortress and he sees the 
water and snapping turtles. 

SPY FOX
Time to climb across and get 
inside. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox presses a button a watch on his spy 
watch and all of a sudden suction cufflings appear on his 
suit. 

And Spy Fox jumps on the steel and he starts climbing across 
the water and he starts avoiding the water falling on him. 
And Spy Fox keeps on climbing across and Spy Fox gets to the 
other side. 

Spy fox lands on the other side and he goes into main part of 
the fortress. 

CUT TO:

INT. THE MAIN PART OF THE FORTRESS - NIGHT

Spy Fox gets into the fortress and he starts looking around 
and he sees the giant milky weapon of destruction. And he 
sees the entrance. 

Spy Fox goes into the restroom and he starts looking around. 
And all of a sudden a random NOG worker comes. 

NOG WORKER 1 
Hey you stop right there!!!!! 

All of a sudden Spy Fox starts fighting the worker and 
throwing a lot of punches and kicks. And Spy Fox grunts in 
anger and tackles the worker and grabs the worker and picks 
him up and slams his head against the locker 8 times 
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The worker punches Spy Fox in the face and kicks him in the 
stomach. And Spy Fox grabs a knife and stabs him and kills 
him. 

Spy Fox grabs the body and starts putting on the uniform. 

SPY FOX
Man these uniforms look ridiculous 
but have to wear them in order to 
get into this dumb. 

Spy Fox finally puts on the uniform and he heads out of the 
restroom and Spy Fox goes into the censor with no problems. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets to the main area. And he hears people coming and 
Spy Fox goes behind the barrels. 

And all of a sudden Russian Blue comes out of the control 
room and William the Kid show up. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Did you hide the key wallet in my 
office. And hide it well and make 
sure Spy Fox doesn't find it.

RUSSIAN BLUE
Oh don't worry William, he won't 
find it. And not only I also found 
the headquarters kidnapped the girl 
he really likes as well. 

All of a sudden Russian Blue presses a button and Monkeypenny 
is tied up and she is in orange dress with heels on and she 
tied up on table. 

SPY FOX
Monkeypenny!!!!....

WILLIAM THE KID
And don't worry I deposited the 
money in your bank account and 
thanks for your help in crushing 
Spy crop and they can't do anything 
now that Spy Fox is dead. And it's 
not like everyone is looking for 
the kid anyway. Thanks for your 
help. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
It's a pleasure doing business with 
you. Call me anytime. 
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William the Kid and Russian blue go their own ways and walk 
away.

Spy Fox comes out of the barrels and he presses a button to 
make the convenor belts go up. And Spy Fox goes on them and 
he starts going up. 

Spy Fox gets to the ledge and he sees a train car and he goes 
into the train car and he starts riding around the milky 
weapon of destruction and he sees another door and Spy Fox 
goes into the other door. 

CUT TO:

INT. ENTRANCE TO THE VOLCANO OFFICE - NIGHT

Spy Fox walks into the room and Spy Fox hides behind a wall. 

Spy Fox starts looking around and he starts reaching in his 
pocket and he finds a coin and it's 50 dollar coin. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox flicks the coin on the ground and all 
of a sudden the NOG thugs scramble to get the coin but a net 
comes out of the coin and shoots out and traps all of them. 

Spy Fox comes out from hiding and he walks into the office. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets into the office and he sees a lot of lasers 
covering the key wallet. 

Spy Fox starts connecting all the lasers and pressing a lot 
of buttons to clear the shelf area. 

Spy Fox keeps on trying to connect the lasers away from each 
other and keeps on pressing buttons and twisting a lot of 
knobs. 

And after a couple of minutes, Spy Fox finally gets the 
lasers away from each other. And Spy Fox grabs the key 
wallet. 

And Spy Fox has a smile on his face and does a huge sign of 
relief. And he puts the key wallet in his jacket. 

CUT TO:

The thugs trapped in the net find a way to get free. 

And they head into the office. 

CUT TO:
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Spy Fox about to get out of the office. But the thugs ambush 
him and have weapons in their hand. 

NOG WORKER 2
Sounds like your little coin didn't 
work Foxy. And know we will beat 
you up and you will die here. And 
also we have your pretty girlfriend 
as well. 

All of a sudden the henchmen get really angry and really mad 
and they start fighting Spy Fox and throwing a lot of 
punches. 

Spy Fox all of a sudden starts fighting the thugs in a 1 VS 4 
fight. 

Spy Fox starts throwing punches and kicks at them. And one of 
them henchmen tackles Spy Fox and one of the thugs start 
beating him up. 

Spy Fox blocks one of the attacks from the thugs and Spy Fox 
recovers and Spy Fox kicks one of them in the face. 

Spy Fox throws more punches and kicks and grabs one of the 
thugs and slams one of the thugs against the wall. And Spy 
Fox grabs a staff and Spy Fox fights the thugs using a metal 
staff. 

Spy Fox whacks 2 of them in the face and the other two in the 
stomach. 

One of them gets up and tackles Spy Fox from behind and grabs 
and slams against the desk. And Spy Fox gets shoved and 
forced on to the desk. 

Spy Fox grabs one of the alcoholic drinks and whacks one of 
the thugs in the head. 

Spy Fox keeps on fighting the thugs and throwing more punches 
and kicks other combo fighting attacks. 

Spy Fox does a back flip and Spy Fox hangs on the glass light 
on the celling and Spy Fox hangs on it and kicks 2 of the 
thugs. 

Spy Fox keeps on fighting the last remaining the thugs and 
the thugs start over powering him and throw more punches and 
kicks at him. 

The thugs bull rush into Spy Fox and kick him in the face and 
another thug grabs Spy Fox and the other thug starts punching 
him in the stomach. 
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Spy Fox gets free and Spy Fox keeps on fighting the thugs and 
throwing more punches and kicks and more fighting attacks at 
the thugs. 

One of the thug over powers Spy Fox and does a huge punching 
attack that causes Spy Fox to get forced in the air and land 
on the ground and he gets forced the ground. 

As Spy Fox gets shoved against the desk, one of the achoolic 
drinks falls on the ground and a candle falls on the ground. 
And the office starts to catch on fire. 

And Spy Fox keeps on fighting the thugs as the office is 
catching on fire and the thugs grab Spy Fox and shove him 
against the floor. 

NOG WORKER 3
You will regret the day you were 
ever born. Because we are going to 
fuck you up really bad foxy. 

Spy Fox starts getting beaten up by the thugs and blood 
starts coming out of Spy Fox and he starts spitting out 
blood. 

And the thugs start punching him in the face and causing Spy 
Fox to get a black eye. 

NOG WORKER 3 (CONT'D)
End of the line boy. And now it's 
time for you to die. And don't 
worry we will take good care of the 
cows and your pretty little monkey 
girlfriend...

And the workers start laughing at Spy Fox. Spy Fox starts 
breathing really hard and Spy Fox looks around and all of a 
sudden he starts reaching for bomb in his hand. 

SPY FOX
It ain't the end of the line for 
me. It's the end of the line for 
you guys!!!!!! 

All of a sudden, Spy Fox gets free and grabs one of the thugs 
and shoves him against the wall and Spy Fox grabs the office 
chair and throws the office chair at them and Spy Fox in slow 
motion all of a sudden does a huge jump and back flip and is 
in the air for 20 minutes. And Spy Fox grabs the chandelier 
light and Spy Fox starts spinning around and Spy Fox in slow 
motion grunts and yells and Spy Fox throws 14 mind bombs at 
the thugs. 
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All of a sudden Spy Fox swings off the chandelier and Spy Fox 
starts running as fast he can. And as Spy Fox is running, the 
Spy Fox spy circle is inside his eyes. 

And the thugs start yelling and screaming and a huge 
explosion happens and all of a sudden the alarm starts going 
off inside the fortress. And Spy Fox starts running back to 
the monorail car and Spy Fox rides it and parts of the 
fortress starts to catch on fire. 

Spy Fox gets to the ladder and Spy Fox starts sliding down 
the ladder really fast. Some NOG thug take out some guns and 
they start shooting at Spy Fox. Spy Fox dodges all of the 
bullets and Spy Fox jumps off the ledge and Spy Fox starts 
sky diving down and Spy Fox lands on trampoline. 

Spy Fox gets off the trampoline and Spy Fox finds a riffle 
gun and Spy Fox starts shooting at the thugs that are 
shooting at him and firing around 88 bullets. 

Spy Fox dodges more bullets and hides behind barrels and Spy 
Fox loads up the gun and Spy Fox keeps on firing at the 
thugs. 

Spy Fox keeps on firing at more bad guys and reloading his 
gun and more explosions keep on happening and Spy Fox starts 
running to the entrance to the control room. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets to the entrance and he sees the control panel 
and he sees the milky weapon of destruction. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Holy mother of Christ that thing is 
huge!!!! 

Spy Fox slowly gets out the key wallet and he looks at the 
key whole on the control panel. And Spy Fox finds the right 
key. 

As Spy Fox finds the right key, Spy Fox closes his eyes as 
more explosions are happening around him and bad guys are 
yelling and screaming in the background. And Spy Fox starts 
breathing heavily and taking deep breaths. 

And Alone by Halsey plays a little bit in the background. 

And Spy Fox starts flash backing and thinking about 
Monkeypenny. 

The scene goes back to the present. 
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SPY FOX (CONT'D)
You know I may not save the world 
and I may not be the best secret 
agent in the world. But at this 
point I just really care about 
saving my lady. So here goes 
nothing. 

Spy Fox puts the right key into the control panel and the 
alarm and sounds start going off like crazy. And all of a 
sudden the control panel starts making some noises and then 
another control panel shows up with a red button and Spy Fox 
presses the button. 

And all of a sudden more noises keep on happening. 

CUT TO:

All of a sudden the milky weapon orange tube disconnects from 
the giant carton and the alarm keeps on going off and all of 
a sudden the carton explodes in flames. And all of a sudden 
there is a lot of milk that is on the ground. 

And fortress starts catching on fire and more explosions are 
happening. 

CUT TO:

All of a sudden William the Kid sees the Milky weapon of 
destruction in ruins. 

WILLIAM THE KID
WHAT?!....NOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! My 
plan!!!!!!! Who the fuck did 
this?!....I was going to rule the 
fucking dairy world and rule the 
world!!!!!! 

William the kid starts looking through the security cameras 
and he sees Spy Fox in the control room. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
WHAT?!....IT CAN'T BE!!!!! MY EVIL 
PLAN HAS BEEN DESTROYED BY A STUPID 
KID WITH A WHITE TUXEDO!!!!!! 
NOOOOOOOO I CAN'T BELIEVE I 
LOST!!!!!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!! 
Fine if no one use will kill the 
dumb and stupid little fox I will 
kill him and set a trap and he fall 
right into it. 

CUT TO:
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INT. THE CONTROL ROOM - NIGHT

Spy Fox is inside the control room and all of a sudden the TV 
screen turns on. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Hello Mr. Fox, you might have 
destroyed my milky weapon of 
destruction but I still believe 
this fight and this battle and this 
war is far from over!!!!! And you 
will pay for everything and I will 
sue you for everything!!!!!! And 
not only will you be broke but it 
will be to late not only to save 
the cows that are being held. But I 
also found a way to kidnap your 
pretty little girlfriend while you 
were on the SS deadweight!!!! 

William the kid presses another button and revels where 
Monkeypenny is. And Monkeypenny is tied inside an ice cream 
freezer. 

SPY FOX
Monkeypenny!!!!!...Where is 
she?!...I swear you hurt her I 
swear to fucking god I will beat 
the living shit out of you 
disgusting, hairy, and smelly, and 
arrogant little fucker!!!! 

WILLIAM THE KID
Oh please Spencer, You won't stop 
me, Soon I will be on my blimp for 
my mansion and your girlfriend will 
be with me. And I will also plan 
another evil plan and I will haunt 
you and the world forever!!!!!...

SPY FOX
This ain't over Billy!!!!!! and I 
will stop you and destroy you. 

William the kid gets really annoyed and really angry and 
pissed off. 

WILLIAM THE KID
(angry)

DON'T YOU EVER FUCKING CALL ME 
BILLY...IT'S WILLIAM YOU STUPID 
MENTALLY AND DUMB LOW IQ RED TAILED 
SON OF A BITCH!!!!!!
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William the kid gets a hold of himself. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
And it's not ever yet little fox. 
And when I pull this lovely lever 
the freeze and a lot of milk will 
pour down on the cows and trap them 
and then your monkey girlfriend 
will freeze in a freeze and it will 
the last you will see of either of 
them!!!!!!...

All of a sudden William pulls down on the lever and a lot of 
milk starts pouring on the cows. 

CUT TO:

Monkeypenny starts freezing in the freezer. 

And Monkeypenny's duck tape falls off of her. 

MONKEYPENNY
Fox help me...

CUT TO:

Spy Fox back in the control room. 

William the Kid sees what he has done and he starts doing an 
evil laugh. 

WILLIAM THE KID
(laughing)

MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA...BRAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!

William the kid drinks a shot of goat milk. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Oh this is really rich. You should 
try my goat milk sometime little 
fox. And it's really rich. 

SPY FOX
You won't get away with any of 
this!!!!! 

WILLIAM THE KID
It's too late Spencer, the cows and 
your little monkey girl are all 
trapped. 
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SPY FOX
Her name is Monkeypenny...And she 
is not stupid, she is smart. And 
has more brains then you do. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Oh what ever. Well I better get 
going and good luck with finding me 
Mr. Fox. 

William turns off the TV. And Spy Fox runs out of the control 
room and he starts running the conver belts and he starts 
climbing up the ladder really fast. 

Spy Fox finds the door that is around the bilboard area. 

Spy Fox jumps and he opens the door. 

CUT TO:

INT. KARATE ROOM - NIGHT

Spy Fox gets into the room and he finds bigpig wearing a 
karate outfit. 

SPY FOX
Oh shit!!!!!!...

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Well hello Mr. Fox, it's too bad 
you will be beaten up once again. 

SPY FOX
You know you really don't want to 
mess with me right now. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Oh I think that I do and it's time 
we kill you once and for all. 

Artmice starts running to Spy Fox and he starts throwing a 
lot of punches and kicks at Spy Fox and starts fighting him. 

Artmice starts doing a lot of karate moves and doing a lot of 
punches and kicks and doing a lot of karate moves. 

Spy Fox starts dodging and defending himself and throws 
attacks and punches and kicks and other fighting combos of 
his own. 

Artmice over powers Spy Fox in a lot of ways and slams him 
against the wall and picks him up and throws Spy Fox on to 
the ground. 
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And Artmice tries to attack him while he is on the ground. 

Spy Fox kicks bigpig in the face and Spy Fox jumps up in the 
air and does a backflip kick and kicks pigbig in the face 
again and forces him on the floor. 

Spy Fox lands on the ground bigpig keeps on throwing more 
punches and kicks at Spy Fox and Spy Fox keeps on dodging 
attacks and playing defense. 

Artmice grabs Spy Fox by the neck and slams Spy Fox against 
the wall and Artmice tries to punch Spy Fox in the face. And 
elbow attacks Spy Fox. 

And punches him to the ground. 

Spy attacks Pigbig and hits his shoulders with his fists and 
Spy Fox tackles Pigbig to the ground and Spy Fox kicks Bigpig 
in the stomach. 

Spy Fox does a chop kicks and grunts and slams Bigpig on the 
ground and on to the mat. 

Bigpig gets up and throws more punches and kicks at Spy Fox 
and Spy Fox keeps on dodging the attack. 

Bigpig kicks Spy Fox in the face and Spy Fox gets up and 
throws more punches and kicks at Bigpig. 

Spy Fox jumps on Bigpig and whacks him on top of the hit and 
tries to tackle him to the ground. Bigpig throws Spy Fox and 
Spy Fox against a wood shelf and the self falls down and 
breaks some glass in the process and some other jewelry in 
the room. 

And Pigbig grabs a sword and he starts throwing a lot of 
sword attacks at Spy Fox and even cuts Spy Fox on the arm and 
on his fore-head. 

Bigpig does a soft evil laugh. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG (CONT'D)
I am going to stab you and then put 
you in a meat grinder and turn into 
kung pho fox!!!!!!

Spy Fox gets grabbed by Pigpig and he tries to get free. And 
Spy Fox is grunting in anger and in pain like crazy. 

Spy Fox starts looking around and all of a sudden Spy Fox 
back punches Bigpig and gets free and Spy Fox grabs a huge 
lamp and whacks Bigpig in the head with a giant lamp stand 
and Spy Fox all of a sudden stabs him and electrocutes him 
really badly. And Bigpig is knocked out. 
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SPY FOX
How about you stay down and turn 
into Kung pho pork!!!!! 
Asshole!!!!.....

More explosions start happening and more things start to 
catch on fire. 

And Spy Fox's clothes start getting burned up and Spy Fox 
finds some normal looking clothes and he changes into jeans, 
tennis shoes, A blue T-shirt, a white jacket. 

Spy Fox gets on the new clothes and runs into the big control 
area. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox gets to the control area and Spy Fox all of a sudden 
with no hesitation grunts and pulls the lever up. And all of 
a sudden the pool opens up and the milk starts flowing out of 
the pool and cows start getting dragged with the current. 

All of a sudden Spy Fox hears the blimp starting up. And Spy 
Fox turns around and sees the blimp going up. 

WILLIAM THE KID
MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
!!!!!!! You may have freed the 
cows. But it turns out that I still 
have your girlfriend and very soon 
on my blimp I'm going to use your 
girlfriend on my blimp to create 
some poison monkey milk and with 
her milk and her DNA I will not 
only be rich but I will also have 
girlfriend and you will be left 
with nothing and you will be a 
loser and outcast Spy Fox!!!!! And 
I will take over the dairy world 
once again!!!!!...

Spy Fox starts getting really angry and really pissed off and 
he starts breathing heavily in anger. 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Monkeypenny and I...We are going to 
have a hell of a time and I will 
enjoy touching her body head to toe 
to produce the monkey 
milk...BRAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
...MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
!!!!!!! 

The blimp starts taking off. And alone softly play in the 
background. And Spy Fox jumps over the ledge and he starts 
running as fast as he could. 

Spy Fox finds a chemical truck full of goat milk. And Spy Fox 
starts chasing the blimp on the road and going really fast on 
the road. 

As Spy Fox is on the road, some of the thugs start chasing 
him. 

And they start firing a lot of bullets and a lot of weaponry 
at him as Spy Fox is driving. 

Spy Fox puts the pedal to the metal and Spy Fox keeps on 
going really fast. And Spy Fox goes off a huge ramp. 

The truck ends up really high in the air and in the sky and 
Spy Fox presses the ejection button. 

The truck ends up ejection Spy Fox and into the sky and Spy 
Fox starts zooming really fast. 

Spy Fox grabs on the ledge of the blimp and Spy Fox starts 
climbing up and he finally gets up. 

Spy Fox sees an airplane and Spy Fox gets into the airplane 
and he starts turning on the airplane and the airplane starts 
taking off. 

Spy Fox starts flying towards the rope and Spy Fox 
concentrates really hard and Spy Fox finally grabs the rope. 
And Spy Fox starts climbing up the rope. 

CUT TO:

INT. WILLIAM THE KID'S BLIMP - NIGHT

Spy Fox gets into the blimp and he hides behind a wall. And 
he starts looking around. And Spy Fox sees William the kid 
get out from his chair. 
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Spy Fox keeps on hiding and he sees William the Kid go into a 
fancy room and Monkeypenny is strapped on the metal table. 

WILLIAM THE KID
Well hello my dear. And you look 
beautiful and very gorgeous and 
really stunning and sooo vibrant. 
And I just love your body so much. 

Monkeypenny all of a sudden head butts William the Kid and 
spits in his face. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(angry)

But you also need to work on your 
fucking manners and your tone and 
your attitude!!!!!...your just 
stubborn and as stupid as the 
fox!!!!!!!...

William the Kid slaps Monkeypenny in the face. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Stupid young lady!!!!!...And you 
are also unintelligent just like 
Spy Fox. 

MONKEYPENNY
He will come for me. And he is not 
stupid and he has more empathy and 
kindness then you do. You are 
arrogant and ugly and piece of shit 
on the inside. And he might not 
have good social skills but...he 
knows how to treat women and people 
better then you do!!!!!! And he is 
better looking then you.

WILLIAM THE KID
Well that's very debatable my dear 
and my wild and beautiful and crazy 
little princess. 

MONKEYPENNY
Don't you fucking me that. I'm not 
a little girl I'm a woman!!!!...

WILLIAM THE KID
Well you fucking act like one. Now 
shut the fuck up!!!!! 

William the kid back slaps Monkeypenny. And knocks her out. 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
Stupid girl!!!!...

Spy Fox sneaks into the room and he finds the control room. 
And Spy Fox starts pressing buttons he starts hacking into 
everything the blimp. 

SPY FOX
Oh man that should hopefully do 
everything and hopefully this thing 
blows up and I can save Monkeypenny 
and also have this mission end 
already. 

Fox keeps on walking around and he sees Monkeypenny and Spy 
Fox starts un-tieing her. 

MONKEYPENNY
Fox....Oh thank god!!!!...

SPY FOX
It's okay I got you. And we're 
going to get out of here. 

Monkeypenny hugs Spy Fox really tight in his arms. 

But as Monkeypenny does, William the Kid with glass patch 
sees Spy Fox hugging Monkeypenny and he is really angry and 
really pissed off and he starts grunting and yelling and 
screaming in arrogant rage and William the Kid grabs sword 
and he is walking towards Spy Fox really slowly. 

CUT TO:

Monkeypenny is hugging Spy Fox and she gasps and cries and 
sees William the kid. 

MONKEYPENNY
Fox look out!!!!!...

William the Kid yells in rage tries to stab Spy Fox and 
attack him. Spy Fox and Monkeypenny duck and dodge and fall 
to the ground and they trip William the Kid. 

Spy Fox gets up and he gets back on his feet. Monkeypenny 
gets up and William the Kid grabs Monkeypenny and he gets out 
a gun and points a gun at Monkeypenny. 

Monkeypenny is really scarred and she starts screaming and 
crying. 

SPY FOX
Monkeypenny!!!!!...
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WILLIAM THE KID
(angry)

You!!!!!!!!!...How many fucking 
times do I have to get rid of 
you!!!! And It's over Fox!!! I have 
girlfriend and there is nothing you 
can do about it and you are stupid 
and you are loser and most of all 
you are nobody!!!!!!! 

Spy Fox starts getting pissed off and angry and really mad. 

SPY FOX
I'm not a fucking loser!!!!! And 
i'm not a nobody and your wrong 
about everything Billy-head!!!! And 
also...my fucking name is not 
Spencer anymore....I'm Fox.....Spy 
Fox!!!!!!....

William the Kid gets really angry and he starts breathing 
really hard and he starts bull charging and bull rushes into 
Spy Fox and tires to stab him with his goat horns. 

WILLIAM THE KID
(angry)

YOU WILL FUCKING REGRET SAYING ALL 
THAT YOU STUPID LITTLE 
BOY!!!!!!.... I'M GOING TO FUCKING 
KILL YOU AND MAKE YOUR DEATH REALLY 
BLOODY AND BRUTAL!!!!!!

William gets really angry and pissed off and is in big time 
rage and he yells in anger and bull rushes in Spy Fox. 

And William the Kid and Spy Fox get into a really brutal and 
really aggressive fight. And all of a sudden Alone starts 
playing in all its glory. 

William keeps on screaming and yelling and throwing more 
punches and kicks at Spy Fox and tries to head butt Spy Fox's 
stomach and tries to stab him. 

Spy Fox grabs his William the kid's goat horns really hard 
with all his might. 

And Spy Fox knee kicks William the kick in the face 20 times 
and Spy Fox throws William the Kick to the ground. 

William the Kid gets up and he throws a lot of punches and 
kicks and head attacks at Spy Fox.
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Spy Fox dodges all of the attacks and Spy Fox gets really mad 
and really angry and tackles and body slams William the Kid 
to the ground and Spy Fox starts screaming and yelling in 
rage and starts punching William the Kid 40 times. 

William the kid grabs Spy Fox by the neck and slams Spy Fox 
against the wall 30 times. 

And William the Kid slams Spy Fox on the ground 20 times 

Spy Fox dodges another attack and kicks William the kid in 
the face. 

Spy Fox throws more punches and kicks and other fighting 
combos at William the Kid. 

William the Kid elbow whacks Spy Fox in the ground and kicks 
him in the stomach. 

William the kid yells in age and bull rushes into Spy Fox and 
slams him against the wall. And forces Spy Fox against the 
floor. 

William the Kid is in more rage throws more aggressive and 
rageful attacks and punches and kicks and grunts in anger as 
he does this. 

Spy Fox dodges the attack and Spy Fox grabs William the Kid's 
fist really hard and Spy Fox throws William the Kid against 
the wall. And Spy Fox yells in rage and screams and Spy Fox 
throws William the kid against a glass case and breaks a lot 
of glass in the process. 

William the Kid bull rushes into Spy Fox again and tries to 
stab him with his horns. 

Spy Fox dodges the attack and Spy Fox jumps in the air and 
Spy Fox gets behind William the Kid and grabs his horns and 
slams his head on the floor and ends up breaking his chin and 
blood starts coming out his William the Kid and knocking out 
his teeth. 

Spy Fox grabs William the Kid's horns and shoves his face and 
head against another glass case and Spy Fox shoves his head 
against the glass covered 5 times. And Spy Fox throws William 
the Kid and back kicks him. 

William the Kid grabs 2 big staff and tries to whack Spy Fox 
in the face and William the Kid kicks Spy Fox in the face and 
throws more staff staff attacks. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(angry)

It's time for you to die!!!!!! 
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William the Kid punches Spy Fox in the face 40 times and head 
butts him and stabs him in the shoulders with his goat horns 
and Spy Fox yells in pain. 

And William the Kid throws him to the ground and William the 
kid walks over to Monkeypenny and grabs her. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
And as you my little 
princess!!!!!...

Spy Fox sees Monkeypenny getting grabbed. 

SPY FOX
Monkeypenny!!!!!...

WILLIAM THE KID
I will lock you away in my mansion 
and you always be used by me and I 
will use you to create my new 
monkey milk and you will belong to 
me once and for all. And no one 
will stop me ever!!!!! 

Spy Fox slowly gets back on his feet and he starts breathing 
heavily in anger. 

SPY FOX
No she won't!!!!!...She is my 
girl!!!! And I love her!!!!...

WILLIAM THE KID
Will come and get her and then!!!!

Spy Fox starts running to William the Kid and yells in rage 
and tackles William the Kid and punches him 40 times and Spy 
Fox is still in rage and throws him against the wall 70 times 
and Spy Fox picks up the staff and hits William the Kid 50 
times with staff in the face. 

In slow motion William the kid yells in rage and is pissed 
off and Spy Fox grunts in anger and all of a sudden does a 
big and gigantic punch and final blow and Spy Fox just whacks 
and hammers William in the kid and punches him in the jaw and 
punches him in glass patch and ends up breaking his glass 
patch and William the Kid screams and yells in pain and Spy 
Fox grabs him by the neck slams him to the ground really 
hard. 

And Spy Fox starts breathing really heavily is really angry 
and pissed off and beat up. 

William the Kid spits out some blood and he starts doing an 
evil laugh very softly. 
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WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(weak and beat up voice)

You really think you will ever beat 
me Spy Fox. I will always be 
around...And quite a person you are 
But my horns always grow back and I 
will kill you...

William the Kid does another soft evil laugh. 

William the Kid's horns start growing even more long and 
sharp. 

William the Kid gets up and tries to stab Spy Fox again and 
Spy Fox grabs the horns with all his might and Spy Fox uses 
all his strength and Spy Fox knee kicks him again and Spy Fox 
Shoves William the Kid into an electric panel and William the 
Kid gets electrocuted and burned up really badly. And he 
starts yelling in pain. 

SPY FOX
You know something bigger and more 
power is not always everything but 
you will fall really hard!!!!!!...

William the Kid gets electrocuted more and his horns gets 
destroyed and cut off parts of his head and body get burned 
up and scarred. 

CUT TO:

The blimp starts to explode and catch on fire and blimp 
starts going down. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox lifts up Monkeypenny in his arms and Spy Fox starts 
running out of the blimp and Spy Fox grabs a parashoot. And 
Spy Fox jumps out of the blimp. 

Spy Fox starts skydiving and Monkeypenny looks up and sees 
him. And she starts breathing really hard. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
It's okay I got you...

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Your safe now...

CUT TO:

More of the blimp starts to break down and more explosions 
and everything is caught on fire. 
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William the Kid tries to get up and climb up but another 
explosion happens and blimp starts to break down and fall 
down from the sky. 

And metal and parts of the blimp starts to fall down on him. 

WILLIAM THE KID
(screaming)

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!
!!!!!! 

And the blimp falls down on him from the inside. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox and Monkeypenny land on the ground somewhere in an 
open area. And they land safely on the ground. And 
Monkeypenny hugs Spy Fox really tight. 

And all of a sudden blimp falls down and crashes and more 
explosions happen and whole area is caught on fire. 

And William the Kid starts slowly climbing out of the burned 
up and crashed up blimp and he is really burned up and beaten 
up and his horns are cut off. And he is grunting in pain. 

And Spy Fox walks up to him with a very assertive look on his 
face. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(weak voice)

So Spencer you really think you 
have won!!!!!...And if anything I 
could gotten rich and got away with 
everything if it weren't for a 
stupid white tuxedo wearing little 
boy like you. And I will still be 
around Spy Fox and I will always be 
back. 

Spy Fox doesn't say anything to him. And he has a very 
serious look on his face. 

And William the Kid gets back up on his feet and picks up a 
kitchen knife on the ground. 

William the Kid does a soft evil laugh and spits out blood. 

WILLIAM THE KID (CONT'D)
(angry)

Why the hell don't you say 
something to me little boy!!!!?...
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William the Kid gets even more angry and pissed up and tries 
to stab Spy Fox but Spy Fox all of a sudden dodges the attack 
and Spy Fox punches him in the face and kicks him in the 
stomach and Spy Fox knocks the knife on the ground Spy Fox 
picks up the knife and stabs William the Kid in the fore-head 
and blood starts coming out of his head. 

SPY FOX
I'm not a little boy!!!!...I'm a 
young man!!!! My name is not 
Spencer!!!!!!! And I'm not a loser 
and I'm successful and I'm smart 
and people do care about 
me!!!!!....And I'm not a little kid 
anymore. 

Spy Fox kicks William the Kid to the ground and William the 
Kid is dead. 

And Spy Fox walks away and there is a huge explosion in the 
background and there 9 explosions and the whole area catches 
on fire and Spy Fox hugs Monkeypenny and tears start coming 
out of his eyes and he starts crying from everything. 

MONKEYPENNY
It's okay...It's alright...it's 
over...

And Monkeypenny kisses on the check and the police and FBI 
and CIA come and see them. 

FADE TO:

INT. NEWSROOM SOMEWHERE - AFTERNOON

Walter Wirless starts coming into the newsroom. 

And he sits down. 

WALTER WIRLESS
Hello everyone, today the dairy 
cows have been saved and I am happy 
to report that we have dairy milk 
all over the world once again. And 
that William the Kid's thugs and 
henchmen have been arrested by the 
FBI and CIA. And right now the 
President of the United states is 
honoring Spy Fox later today. 

CUT TO:
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INT. THE OVAL ROOM - AFTERNOON

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
My fellow Americans, today is a 
very special day. And today I am 
happy to report that we can now 
drink any type of real milk that is 
out there once again. And that 
William the Kid's henchmen have 
been arrested and that our country 
and the world is saved once again 
and today we honor a very special 
young man name Spencer. And today 
I'm going to give him a lot 
presidential cookie and he will 
receive 55 billion cookies and a 
lot of milk and other dairy foods 
for a long time. And here he is the 
man of the day. Mr. Spencer 
Fox......

And everyone starts clapping and going crazy and wisseling 
and making cheering remarks. 

And Spy Fox comes to the podium wearing a red suit with a 
cookie necktie. 

SPY FOX
Oh wow...thank you Mr. President. 
Well....I guess I will say 
something...My god, thank you guys. 
This is a really huge honor. You 
know 4 years ago, I never thought I 
would be standing up here and 
saving the world and meeting the 
president of the United states and 
being in Washington DC. But 4 years 
ago I was juvenile delinquent and I 
never graduated high school or even 
finished high school. And I caused 
a lot of trouble everywhere...And 
you know even though today is about 
me and everything...but I just 
wanted to say to people, I'm sorry 
for how I believed when I was in 
high school and how I was such a 
jerk and such an asshole to 
everyone and I didn't treat people 
with respect like I should've.

(MORE)
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SPY FOX (CONT'D)
And I really hope some day the 
important people in my life could 
forgive me....and remember it 
doesn't matter where you come here 
or what you look like, what matters 
is what you can and what is on the 
inside and always being yourself 
and I just wanted to say a very 
special person...thank you for 
everything and believing in me. 

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
And thank you and god bless all of 
you. 

Spy Fox gets off the podium and there is a lot photographer 
and reporters coming up and asking him a lot of questions. 

CUT TO:

INT. THE BALL ROOM - NIGHT

Spy Fox is sitting with Monkeypenny and professor Quak and 
other people and Bea bear is there. And Spy Fox doesn't feel 
really happy. 

MONKEYPENNY
You okay? 

SPY FOX
(depressed voice)

I'm an awful person...

PROFESSOR QUACK
Fox if you want to know something I 
thought your speech was really 
good. And I'm sure you parents are 
really proud of you. 

SPY FOX
(depressed voice)

I doubt that...If anything I 
haven't seen them in years and I 
may never see them again. 

BEA BEAR
Well at least you have friends at 
least. 

SPY FOX
(sad voice)

I know bea....I know...
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Spy Fox bangs his his head on the table really gently. And as 
he does this, 2 red foxes show up in fancy clothes. 

STACY FOX
Hello Spencer...

Spy Fox turns around and sees his parents for the first time. 

SPY FOX
Mom?...

SPY FOX (CONT'D)
Dad?....

Spy Fox hugs his parents for the first time. 

SAM FOX
We saw all the whole thing. We are 
very proud of you son, and we 
forgive you and your my son and we 
will always love you. 

SPY FOX
I love you too dad. 

STACY FOX
And these are your friends? 

SPY FOX
Yeah these are my friends..

Monkeypenny gets up and meets Fox's parents. 

MONKEYPENNY
It's such a huge pleasure to meet 
all of you...want to sit down? We 
all love your son a lot. And he is 
such a hero. 

FADE TO:

The party keeps on going into the night and everyone starts 
dancing. 

And Spy Fox is sitting down and Monkeypenny comes up to him. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Come on dance with me...

SPY FOX
I thought you were not interested 
in me? 
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MONKEYPENNY
After all of the things you did...I 
was wrong about you Fox. And you 
saved my life and you have a lot of 
skills and I am really beginning to 
like you and really love you a lot. 

SPY FOX
Wait...does this mean you and are a 
thing?!...And we can do all of the 
crazy things I want and your my 
girlfriend?!...

MONKEYPENNY
Yes I'm officially your girlfriend 
...and I will always be here and be 
with you be on missions with you. 

Monkeypenny smooches and kisses Spy Fox on the lips. 

MONKEYPENNY (CONT'D)
Come on lets dance Fox. 

And Spy Fox starts dancing with Monkeypenny on the dance 
floor and in the ball room. And the disco ball is under them. 

And Alone starts playing during the dance sequence and Spy 
Fox does a lot of slow and romantic dance moves on 
Monkeypenny. And Monkeypenny dances and smiles at Spy Fox. 

And they keep dancing and dancing into the night and slow 
dancing and a lot of lights of different colors are coming 
down and golden glitter starts coming down on them in the 
background. 

FADE TO:

INT. SPY FOX'S NEW PENHOUSE IN WASHINGTON DC - NIGHT

Spy Fox and Monkeypenny are having sex on his king size bed. 

Monkeypenny starts moaning and humming and starts kissing Spy 
Fox's body and on the lips. 

MONKEYPENNY
I love you Fox. 

SPY FOX
I love you too monkeypenny...

Monkeypenny does a girly laugh and starts laughing and Spy 
Fox keeps on making out with her and they keep on having sex 
for the rest of the night. 
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And all of a sudden, Spy Fox presses a button and the 
curtains start closing and the whole scene starts 
transforming and Alone by Halsey starts playing during end 
credits. 

FADE TO:

THE END CREDITS 

The whole ends sequence is in Spy Fox and a dream sequence 
with some cereal and some food elements. And some golden 
glitter. 

And the credits starts out with the title "Spy Fox: Dry 
Cereal" 

And the credits start with Spy Fox swimming inside a bowl of 
cereal and he is skinny dipping with Monkeypenny and making 
out with her in the milk. 

And there is a lot of cereal floating on the milk and there 
is a lot of different colors of milk. 

And some cast members shows up during the title end credits. 

And Spy Fox is on a beach and there is ice cream and 
milkshakes and yogurt everywhere. 

Spy Fox starts suffering on the milk and all of a sudden 
there is a lot of giant pancakes and cheese everywhere. 

And Spy Fox starts running and jumping on a lot of objects. 
And there is a lot of chocolate and Spy Fox and Monkeypenny 
are slow dancing naked on the milk beach. 

And a William Kid statue shows up. 

WILLIAM THE KID
I would have gotten away with my 
evil plan if it weren't that pesky 
Spy Fox!!!!!!...

William the Kid starts melting away and he starts going into 
the milk ocean. 

Spy Fox and Monkeypenny start traveling the world in the 
sweets and dairy world and dream sequence and going to a lot 
of countries. 

Spy Fox and Monkeypenny start taking selfies everywhere. 

Spy Fox and Monkeypenny make out and they start falling down 
and they fall into another milk ocean full of chocolate milk.
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And Spy Fox and Monkeypenny are skinning dipping and start 
streaking on the beach and Monkeypenny falls in Spy Fox's arm 
and Monkeypenny starts making out and touching Spy Fox. 

And the camera zooms out and there is a huge golden earth 
globe. And the title "Spy Fox: Dry Cereal" shows up again 

And everything dissapears. 

FADE TO:

POST CREDITS SEQUENCE 1 - WILLIAM THE KID'S FORTRESS - 
MORNING 

Artmice gets up from being beaten up and he starts slowly 
getting up. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Ah Jesus Christ!!!!!!....

And all the NOG workers are getting arrested. 

And Russian Blue shows up. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
William the Kid is dead...But I 
need your help. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
What kind of help? 

RUSSIAN BLUE
I want to steel the slin-burger 
cheese in Chicago and make a cheese 
factory. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
Well my thugs and my boys haven't 
been arrested. But what about the 
Fox and the duck and the female 
monkey? 

RUSSIAN BLUE
I will succeed where William the 
Kid failed and Spy Fox won't stand 
a chance. And I will make sure no 
matter how fast he goes, and 
chasing me all over the world, he 
will never catch me. 

ARTMICE J BIGPIG
You pay me and my boys will be on 
it. 
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Russian Blue walks out of the destroyed secret fortress and 
goes into her car and starts locating the cheese factory. 

RUSSIAN BLUE
Very soon that cheese will be mind 
and I will be the queen of all the 
cheese....

CUT TO:

Some of the credits continue. 

FADE TO:

POST CREDITS SEQUENCE 2 - A HIGH SCHOOL IN DELWARE SOMEWHERE

A little cockroach is in high school and he starts hearing 
about the New York World's fair that is happening. And the 
cockroach gets out of school and he goes home and he goes to 
a random toy-store. 

And he buys dog robot there and he brings the robot back 
home. 

The cockroach goes outside while his parents are away and he 
starts making the dog robot really giant and he starts 
laughing like crazy. 

Spy Fox's parents see the robot. And they start calling him. 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox is in New York City and is getting some food and he 
answers the phone wearing normal clothes. 

SPY FOX
Hello? 

CUT TO:

Spy Fox's parents in the house. 

SAM FOX
Hi Spencer, how are you. 

SPY FOX
I'm doing good. I'm just getting 
some groceries right now. What's 
up? 

SAM FOX
Oh nothing much. Are you excited 
for New York world's fair? 
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SPY FOX
Yeah Monkeypenny and I will be 
there and we can't wait to be there 
with you. 

SAM FOX
Yeah your mom and I would love it 
if you guys came. And there is also 
going to be a giant dog there. 

SPY FOX
Oh yeah that's awesome. Wait a 
giant dog? When did you hear that? 

SAM FOX
Well I mean I see a giant dog next 
door and he is growing like crazy 
and he is heading the woods right 
now. 

SPY FOX
Huh that's strange well anyway I 
gotta go. But I love you dad. 

SAM FOX
I love you too Spencer. 

CUT TO:

The giant dog robot starts walking all over delware and 
crushing police cars and destroying buildings and starts 
heading to New York 

CUT TO:

INT. THE DOG BOT - AFTERNOON

The cockroach goes into the bot and he starts changing out of 
his clothes and he starts dressing like Napoleon bonaparte. 
And he starts chilling in the robot. 

And he starts laughing like crazy and his eye becomes really 
twisted. 

NAPOLEON LEROACH 
HEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHE 
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHA!!!!!

(MORE)
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NAPOLEON LEROACH  (CONT'D)
Soon I will get revenge on the all 
the people who laughed at me and I 
will destroy the New York world's 
fair and I will be rich and 
everyone will know about Napoleon 
Leroach and my dog bot will destroy 
everything and concur a lot of 
countries and nobody will stop me 
and I wlll be the new Napoleon of 
the world!!!!!!!!!!!! 
EHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEH 
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHA!!!!!!!!

The Spy Fox music theme happens and the Spy Fox circle shows 
up again and goes away. 

CUT TO:

THE FINAL CREDITS 


